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Executive Summary
Muzaffarpur of Bihar, known as ‘The Land of Lichi’, was created in 1875 for administrative
convenience by splitting up the earlier district of Tirhut. Now, Muzaffarpur district is a part of
Tirhut division. The district occupies an area of 3,172 square kilometers. Covering 3.4 % of the
total area of the Bihar, it has a total population is 4,801,062 (2011 Census). Agriculture is the main
occupation of the district. The soil of the district is highly calcareous. Paddy is the main crop of
the district which accounts for the major portion of the gross area sown followed by Maize. The
district is famous for Lichi and mango which are supplied to other states as well.
Famous for hand-woven textiles, sugar cane, and other products today, the railway wagon industry
is the landmark of Muzaffarpur. It is the commercial hub of north Bihar and the wholesale market
of Mumbai, Surat and Ahmedabad. It is an important centre for wholesale cloth trade supplying
primarily to Mumbai, Surat and Ahmedabad. Agro-based industries and ready-made garments
&amp; embroidery have the highest amount of investment and number of registered units.
Findings:
1. Primary Sector:
 Agriculture being the main occupation of the people rice is the main crop of the district
accounting for the major portion of the gross area sown. Maize and wheat is the next
important crop of the district. Sugar-cane, potato and barley are some of the non-cereal
crops grown. The district is famous for litchi and mango which are supplied to other
state as well.
 Agro based processed food products: Flour mills, rice mills and other similar
significantly contribute to the economy of the district. However, Litchi, laced with GI
tag, and the associate processed products offers the distinct advantage over other
produce due to its unique variety – “Shahi” Litchi known worldwide.
 Fishing: Muzaffarpur is ranked 22nd in fish production in a state which cannot supply
enough for domestic consumption. Fisheries sector has a huge scope for contributing
to district economy with right policies and readily availability of market.
2. Secondary Sector: Manufacturing industries contribute 4.8% in the total GDDP of
Muzaffarpur with abundant scope in micro, small and medium enterprises. Lac stands out
as the industry with great potency of creating employment and contributing to economy of
the district. With the skilled manpower, dedicated cluster it is poised for high growth with
capacity building, technological support and good market place.
3. Tertiary Sector: Trade, Hotel and Restaurants: The data (DES, 2008) shows their
combined contribution to be 12.60% in the total GDDP of the district. Trading, mainly of
readymade garment offers good opportunity of growth. Real Estate, ownership of
dwellings, business services, banking and insurance sector have also shown a positive
incremental growth with increase in market share.
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The BCG (Boston Consulting Group) Analysis did not find any of the industries falling under
‘Star’ category. The analysis showed representation of industries under categories: Cash-cows and
Question Marks. Relatively, higher number of industries fell into ‘Dogs’ category which is a matter
of concern for the industrial development of the district. Agro based food processing industries
(emphasis on Litchi), Readymade garment, Lac Bangles, Honey, Dairy/Milk and Fisheries are
some of the promising sector for economic growth of the districts apart from employment
generation.

a) Shortlisting of Key Sectors for GDP Growth













Shahi Litchi of Muzaffarpur with GI tag, knowledge and skills of the litchi products and
importantly domestic and international demand makes it a very exciting agricultural
produce with great prospects. Currently, Muzaffarpur produces 20.5% of total litchi
produced in Bihar, which is well short of current demand.
Muzaffarpur is also known for its lac products especially lac bangles, also known as Lahti.
It is the second largest producer of lac products in the country with some of the
manufacturers in this enterprise for more than 40 years. The Lahti manufacturing at
Rampur Bakhari cluster of Muzaffarpur is one of the oldest and prestigious industrial
cluster in India offering lot of opportunity for employment and income generation.
Textile sector provides direct employment to a significant number of people and it has been
growing consistently over the years. Currently, this sector employs 2,932 people in 1,173
units having total investment of Rs.5683.72 Lakhs. Trading of garment is the highest
contributor to Muzaffarpur GDDP and offers substantial opportunity with further
expansion of market.
Muzaffarpur is one of the leading honey producing districts in Bihar. The litchi honey
produced here has better taste, colour and flavour than the honey produced elsewhere
mainly due to variation in ecological conditions. Litchi honey among other varieties is very
popular and has high demand nationally and internationally.
Milk is one of the most important food product of the state with an average production of
79.172 lakh tonnes/ day presenting sizeable processing opportunity. The growing
consumption of dairy shows good prospect in this sector.
Bihar, rich in water resources offers good opportunity for fish farming. Unable to meet the
growing demand, the deficit is met from other states particularly form Andhra Pradesh.
Muzaffarpur, ranked 22nd in Bihar in fish production offers lot of scope of growth.
The leather industry of Muzaffarpur was famous earlier, and it has capacity to grow in the
region. Hon. Chief Minister during the review meeting (refer Appendix L) suggested to
include leather industry among the selected sectors and study what could be done to grow
the leather industry in the region.
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Recommendations:
Based on the data from field work and available secondary sources, the challenges can be broadly
categorized under categories: Infrastructure, Finance, Skill Development and Capacity Building
and Administrative.
LITCHI


Storage of litchi has been a challenge for producers as well as the litchi processing
industries as it requires very cold temperature to be maintained. Plagues with problems
such as quick perishability, loss of natural colour and short harvesting season deep-cold
storage facility is required to maintain the quality of ripe fruits. The state industrial policy
very strongly supports multiple cold storage facilities/infrastructure including cold chain
logistic arrangements.



Credit facilities are required to motivate these entrepreneurs to invest in business and its
unavailability discourages the farmers and industrialists. Despite the provision of subsidy,
its disbursal has been low to nil. Setting up of production unit requires large capital and
with banks’ apprehensions about growing NPAs availability of credit facility often
becomes challenging.



MUDRA (Micro Units Development and Refinance Agency) like micro loaning schemes
should be penetrated more in such industries. Banks and Bankers Association with the help
of district administration can propel the growth by fulfilling bare minimum credit
requirements of industries. Quick disbursal of subsidy must be arranged by the
administrative machinery by coordinating with relevant agencies (such as bank, BIADA).
Fixed timeline must set for DIC, BIADA and banks.



The declining productivity of litchi must be a concern for litchi led economy of
Muzaffarpur. National Litchi Research Centre is situated in the district which must be
proactively helping in improving the productivity of litchi orchards and train farmers to
engage in efficient production process by providing technical inputs required.



Capacity building of farmers and industry owners for attractive packaging of the processed
products and make them more marketable would also help them fetch better prices. Indian
Institute of Packaging, Calcutta can be a potential training partner in providing training on
packaging across the sectors.



Introduction of e-commerce players like Big Basket and Amazon would play a crucial role
in providing backward and forward linkage helping producers get fair price of their
produce. Policy implementing agencies should proactively identify the industries eligible
for policy benefits and a monitoring mechanism is needed for its monitoring.
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LAC BANGLES:
 Storage of raw material, production unit and storing the finished product occupies a lot of
space of the house from where it is operated. A raw material bank should be set up which
would secure the raw material and minimize the effect of price fluctuation. We also need
a warehouse facility within the cluster in order to enhance the capability of manufacturers
to expand their business.


Lack of capital constrains the growth aspiration of lac manufacturers. The capital is
required to invest in machinery, raw materials, production process, manpower and the
space. Easy credit facility (like MUDRA scheme) with access to banks loan will ease their
problem. Formation of SHG would facilitate availability of capital. Seed capital may be
provided to select trained new entrant/manufacturer to start their business.



Product innovation and marketing skill will help the manufacturers fetch fair price, access
to more and different markets and reduced exploitation by middleman.

READYMADE GARMENT
 Smooth Transportation: The challenge of delays and procedural hassles in transportation
through railway could be addressed through (a) exclusive location (yard) at
Muzaffarpur/nearby railway station for garment (b) dedicated freight corridor of Indian
Railways should also address the problem of delays. Functional airport will further boost
the industrial growth of the district.
 One-stop Solution: Single window clearance mechanism (a one-stop solution) as
envisaged in ‘ways forward’ section of Bihar Industrial Investment Promotion Policy 2016
to be implemented. The clearance timing from idea to establishment of business can be
benchmarked against states achieving high ranked ‘ease of business” surveys. Digitization
of administrative approvals would be the first step in this direction.
HONEY
 Infrastructure: There is a dire need for fair price mandis to get fair price and free them
from the clutches of middlemen. Cluster of 20 – 25 farmers who are willing in apiculture
can be formed. When such group is made, the cost per unit incurred in the production
reduces significantly besides providing better negotiating power as a group. Warehousing
facility can be provided so that farmers sell it at an opportune time.
 Training & Promotion of Apiculture: Department of Horticulture needs to aggressively
market apiculture and generate awareness about its benefits. Khadi & Village Industries
Commission should take up “Sweet Revolution” as a mission mode project and bring in
support from research institutes like Central Bee Research and Training Institute, Pune.
 Credit Facilities: Since it requires initial investment for setting up boxes for the farm,
government can facilitate getting initial credit facility. Registration of honey producers
could be initiated by the government for a more targeted intervention.
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DAIRY




‘Functional’ single window clearance system to encourage investors to invest creating
competitive marketplace. Land acquisition and land conversion being a major challenge
land occupied by closed or sick units must be made available to the new entrants as
envisaged in the industrial policy.
Development of available livestock using carefully collected data on yield per milching
animal or livestock population in the district is important for meaningful intervention.
Capacity building workshops by department of animal husbandry need to be organized for
livestock rearing community and for farmers as well. Further, animal feed industry need to
be promoted in the region. A good quality protein rich feed at a reduced price would reduce
the cost of milk production.

FISHERY
 Infrastructural: Continuous supply of electricity in summers is essential particularly for
areas with low level ground water.
 Administrative: Department of Fisheries should proactively follow push approach to
penetrate the existing schemes providing subsidies to fish farmers to encourage them for
fish production. A proper monitoring system needs to be there in place in order to benefit
fish farmers from schemes. Other interventions by government like awareness about
knowledge and availability of new and high yield variety, new forms of fish farming and
proper supply chain management could be taken up. There is a need to track the trained
fish farmers and a robust follow up programme would be required by the government,
 Credit Facilities: Banks and NBFCs should extend support to fisher communities in order
to promote fisheries in the region. District administration can help in organizing meetings
with bank officials and fishing communities to figure out solutions to the challenges related
to credit.
LEATHER
This sector needs a comprehensive approach for its revival. As there is hardly any traction on the
field, its revival would need a cluster based approach operating as an integrated system. In
particular, issues related to creation of minimum infrastructure such as, common facility centre,
easy availability of working capital, provision for capacity building for better quality and
marketing of product, availability of raw material at economical price.
In addition to the above suggestion, there is a need for creating an organized marketplace facilitating
fair price for non-agricultural produce such as honey, lac etc. Moreover, aggregators have been
proactively collaborating with farmers and producers of materials such as lac to provide them greater
access to customer fetching reasonable price of their produce. Such experiments are being
undertaken in states like, Maharashtra and Haryana and it needs to be replicated in Muzaffarpur as
well.
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Chapter 1
Overview
1.1 Introduction
India has emerged as the fastest growing major economy in the world as per the Central Statistics
Organization (CSO) and International Monetary Fund (IMF)1 and it is expected to be one of the
top three economic powers of the world over the next 10-15 years, backed by its strong democracy
and market development. India’s GDP is estimated to have increased to 6.6 percent in 2017-18
and is expected to grow up to 7.3 percent in 2018-19 and further to 7.6 percent as per latest
estimates of Asian Development Bank2 .
India is on a high growth path and future forecasts are optimistic. However, in order to cater its
large population India needs a push further on the growth trajectory. Keeping in view, India’s
desired trajectory, the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) is working towards
creating a conducive environment to accelerate annual growth of industries to double digits, on a
sustained basis; improving the share of manufacturing in GDP and India’s global share of FDI;
and making India a preferred location for foreign investment.
The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) is working towards a strategy to attain
enable Indian economy to reach USD 5 trillion mark. Achievement of this objective requires
sustained high growth rates and a bottom up approach with district as the unit for planning and
intervention. In this regard, it is proposed to prepare district strategies/plans to be rolled out soon.
The plans are built around local strength and economic activities with the objective of achieving
at least 2-3 per cent increase in annual growth rate.

1.2 Objectives
To prepare a district plan and strategy for higher growth in Muzzafarpur district with the objective
to accelerate the growth of the Districts by 2-3%. The assignment shall aim:





To study the available resources including sources of investment and skills in the two
districts and develop a Baseline Profile for each.
To identify parameter/matrix relevant for development strategy suggesting sectoral
interventions in Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Sector closely relevant for the districts.
To suggest interventions for the overall improvement in the business environment in terms
of ease of doing business, access of credit and convergence of existing efforts.
To work closely with district administration, state government, ministry and central
Government to provide a Strategic Development Plan.

1

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/indicators/india-fastest-growing-economy-at-7-4-per-centin-2018-imf/articleshow/64089078.cms
2
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/indicators/adb-sees-asias-economic-growth-at-6-per-centindias-at-7-3-per-cent-in-2018/articleshow/63707972.cms
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1.3 Scope of the Study
1.

The Strategic Development Plan includes
i) A baseline profile of the District
ii) Parameters/metrics that are relevant for the strategy prepared, and that will also enable
tracking of progress
iii) Investments, resources, strengths of the district including skills available
iv) Sectoral interventions for Agriculture; industry, including MSME; and Services relevant
for the District
v) Interventions for skilling based on demand in the District
vi) Interventions to improve business environment in terms of ease of doing business, access
to credit, convergence of existing efforts in public and private sectors etc.
Indian Institute of Management Lucknow undertook the assignment in the following districts:




Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh
Muzaffarpur in Bihar
Vishakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh

Approach and Methodology:
We have adopted a bottom up approach with adequate focus on micro planning through
participatory approach ensuring involvement of different stakeholders in the development process.
A standardized common framework shall be developed and used across both districts to ensure
uniformity. Step wise methodology to be undertaken is explained below:

Step 1: We have studied the economic profile of the district with respect to the gross domestic
product and the contribution of primary, secondary and tertiary sector in it.
Step 2: The secondary data available with District and State Authorities and other reliable sources
has been collated and a field survey been executed to develop a District Profile.
Step 3: Based on this SWOT, District Portfolio analysis was attempted using the BCG Growth
Share Analysis given below.
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Figure 1.1 - BCG Matrix

Step 4: This District Profile has been used to shortlist the key focus sectors for growth
Step 5: Porter’s Five Forces Analysis (as diagrammatically depicted below) has been done on
the selected key focus areas:

Figure 1.2 - Porter's Five Forces

Step 6: SWOT analysis on the selected key focus areas has been done
Step 7: Suggesting intervention and action plan for growth based on the analysis above
The overall deliverables include a Comprehensive District Plan for the District, outlining the
investment required and strategies therein to achieve the desired growth rate of 2-3%. It includes
a Baseline profile of the Districts and recognize resources, strengths and sources of investments
for the Districts including the skills available. Along with the sectoral interventions needed for
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Agriculture, (including mapping of cropping pattern); Industry, (including MSME); relevant
Services and skilling based on demand in the district. The plan provides suitable indicators
covering all three sectors for the review, mentoring and hand holding exercises to be executed in
phase two.
Approach

Contextual Study
District Industrial Profiling

Contextual Analysis

Pre Field Work Stage
Tool Preparation

Data Analysis Methodology

Field Work Stage
Stakeholders' Meetings

Data Collection

Post Field Work Stage
Data Analysis

Sector Identification

Sectoral Analysis

Report Submission
Draft Report Submission

Final Report Submission

Figure 1.3 - Methodology of Study

Contextual Study: This is the beginning of our study. After inauguration session in Varanasi on
September 03, 2018, we headed for Muzaffarpur directly. In this phase we did basic industrial
profiling of the district Muzaffarpur and did a contextual analysis of the district in terms of existing
industrial scenario, future prospects etc. by meeting with different stakeholders.
Key Steps:
1. Studied about the industries from secondary sources
2. Meeting with various stakeholders on field
3. Report Writing for further analysis
Pre-fieldwork Stage: After preparation of district industrial profile, we ideated the flow of our
study based on the contextual analysis done. Following the kick off meeting at Varanasi, list of
respondents was prepared for designing unstructured interview schedule. Further, the tools for data
collection and method for data analysis were also prepared. The BCG Matrix for sector
identification and Porter’s Five Forces Analysis model and SWOT Analysis tools for sectoral
analysis were pre-decided. Format of data needed for these tool was also prepared for analyses
(Refer appendix J).
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Key Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analysis of the report prepared during contextual study phase
Collection of secondary data
Preparation of data collection and data analysis tools
Coordinated with district administration and district industries centre

Fieldwork Stage: Before the actual fieldwork phase started, we had sent the data collection tools
to the district administration. The research staff were oriented about the data collection process by
the concerned faculty involved in the project. During our field work, data was collected from
relevant government functionaries, factory owners, chamber of commerce, farmers, traders, people
representatives amongst others. the team visited different government offices for quantitative and
qualitative data collection (Refer appendix J). Meeting with various private industry owners and
knowing their views was part of this phase.
Key Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Meeting with government departments and some entrepreneurs in the district
Qualitative and quantitative data collection
Comparative study of the existing industries in the district
Data collection from secondary sources

Post Field Work Stage: Data analysis using pre-decided tools, identification of potential
sectors/products based on data analyzed and in depth study of these sectors/products were part of
the phase.
Key Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Primary and secondary data analysis
Sector identification using BCG Matrix
Sectoral Analysis using Porter’s Five Forces Analysis and SWOT Analysis tools
Report Preparation

Caveat:




For secondary data author has relied on the various agencies/secondary sources providing
the data.
This study was commissioned by DIPP though the report does not necessarily reflect the
view of the sponsoring agency.
Author is not responsible for misrepresentation of results contained in this report.
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Chapter 2
Baseline Profile
2.1 Introduction
Muzaffarpur District is one of the thirty-eight districts of Bihar, India. Muzaffarpur district is part
of Tirhut Division. Muzaffarpur is one of the largest commercial and educational center in North
Bihar. Muzaffarpur, also known as ‘The Land of Litchi’ is said to be created in 1875 for
administrative convenience by splitting up the earlier Tirhut district. It was named after Muzaffar
Khan, a Revenue Officer under British Dynasty. The place is famous around the world for its Shahi
and China Litchi (Administration, 2018).

2.2 Location and Geography
On its North Purbi Champaran and Sitamarhi districts share borders with Muzaffarpur, Vaishali
and Saran districts on the South, on the East Samastipur and Darbhanga districts and on the West
Saran and Gopalganj districts surround Muzaffarpur. Muzaffarpur district of Bihar is spread over
an area of 3172 sq. kms. The district headquarters is located at Muzaffarpur.
Muzaffarpur is located at 25°54′- 26°23′N and 84°53’ -85°45’E. It has an average elevation of 170
meters (557 feet). The geographical area of Muzaffarpur is 317591 Hectare. There are many
important rivers around the district like Bagmati, Gandak, Burhi Gandak and Lakhandeyee which
leave a highly fertile land. National highways 28 and 57 pass through Muzaffarpur providing it
good connectivity with the state capital Patna and other nearby cities.

2.3 Climatic conditions
The district has generally a humid climate except during summer which is rather dry. The winter
season starts from November to February and Summer Season from March to May. The rainy
season extends from June to September, October being the transitional month. January is the
coldest month when the mercury sometimes drops to 4-5°c. Dust storms and westerly wind usher
in the hot weather in early April. May is the hottest month when the maximum temperature reaches
up to 440 c. The monsoon season begins in the second half of June and lasts until September. With
the cessation of rain, the temperature falls and the climate becomes rather pleasant. The district
gets some winter rains also. (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise - Development Institute, 2016)

2.4 Demographic Details
According to Census 2011, total number of households in the district is 9.46 lakhs. Total
population of the district is 48.01 lakhs out of which 25.27 lakhs (52.64%) is male population and
22.74 lakhs (47.36%) is the female population. Population of 0 to 6 years old children in the district
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is 8.45 lakhs out of which 4.41 lakhs (52.21%) are male and 4.04 lakhs (47.79%) are female
children. SC and ST population of the district is 15.66% and 0.125% of the total population
respectively. Overall literacy rate of the district is 52.26% with 58.84% male literacy and 44.96%
female literacy rates. Muzaffarpur has a sex ratio of 900 of adult population whereas the figure is
915 for population below 6 years of age. (Office of the Registrar General & Census Commissioner,
India, 2011)

Figure 2.1 - Map of Muzaffarpur

2.5 Working Population
Of total population, 1,547,586 people are engaged in work activities. 58.8% of workers describe
their work as Main Work (Employment or Earning more than 6 Months) while 41.2% were
involved in Marginal Activity providing livelihood for less than 6 months. Of 1,547,586 workers
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engaged in Main Work, 198,918 (12.85%) were cultivators (owner or co-owner) while 366,307
(23.66%) were Agricultural labourer. (Office of the Registrar General & Census Commissioner,
India, 2011) (Refer appendix C)

2.6 Administrative Profile
Muzaffarpur city is the administrative headquarters of Muzaffarpur district. Muzaffarpur district
comprises of 2 sub-divisions, namely East and West which is divided into 16 municipal blocks.
Total number of Gram Panchayats in Muzaffarpur district is 387 whereas total number of villages
in Muzaffarpur district is 1813. (District Administration, 2018)

2.7 Economic Profile of the District
Muzaffarpur is a rapidly growing city with agriculture being the primary occupation. It is also one
of the largest commercial and educational centers in North Bihar. Muzaffarpur contributes 4.53%
(at current prices, 2004-05) to the total GDP of Bihar whereas it is 4.7% of total GDP of Bihar at
constant prices. The graphs below show the trend of total GDDP of the district at current and
constant prices respectively (series 1 and series 2). (Directorate of Economics and Statistics,
Department of Planning and Development, Patna, Bihar, 2016)
Muzaffarpur is the main industrial hub of the Mithila region. It has many industries ranging from
small to big industries. Overall GDDP trend of Muzaffarpur district in comparison to overall GDP
of Bihar is shown below in the graph.

GDDP Muzaffarpur
1200000
1000000
800000
600000
400000
200000
0

2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12
Muzaffarpur (Rs. In Lakhs) (at current prices)
Muzaffarpur (Rs. In Lakhs) (at constant prices)

Figure 2.2 - GDDP of Muzaffarpur at current and constant prices (Appendix A)

The primary occupation of the people of Muzaffarpur is agriculture. Rivers make the land
extremely fertile and water is available round the year for irrigation of farm fields. This enables
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farmers to take even three crops in a year. The trend of Per Capita Income (GDDP) of Muzaffarpur
district is shown below in the graph:

Per Capita Income
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12
Muzaffarpur (Rs. In Lakhs) (at current prices)
Muzaffarpur (Rs. In Lakhs) (at constant prices)

Figure 2.3 - Per Capita Income (GDDP) of Muzaffarpur at current and constant prices (Appendix B)

The graph shows an incremental trend in Per Capita Income calculated at current and constant
prices based on GDDP of the district.
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Chapter 3
Sector wise Analysis
3.1 Primary Sector
The key economic activities in descending order of their market share in ‘primary sectors’ category
are as follow:
Agriculture and Allied:
i) Agriculture: Agriculture is the main occupation of the people of the district. The soil of
the district is highly calcareous. Among the different kinds of the soil found here are sandy,
loamy, light clayey and usar. Paddy is grown mostly on clayey soil which is known locally
as maltivari. Sandy loam which is known as balsundari, is particularly suited for rabi
cultivation. Rice is the main crop of the district. It accounts for the major portion of the
gross area sown. Maize is the next important crop of the district. Wheat is also grown in
some parts of the district. Sugar-cane, potato and barley are some of the non-cereal crops
grown. The district is famous for mango and litchi which are exported to other parts of the
State also. Of the total area of the district, about 82 per cent area is cultivable and the rest
is of non-agricultural use. In the wake of the green revolution campaign, improved methods
of cultivation have been introduced by adopting better agricultural implements, certified
seeds and chemicals. Government has taken a number of measures to train the farmers and
supply them the required seeds and fertilizers at village level itself. Financial assistance as
well as loans to the needy farmers has also been made available through the State
Government agencies and Nationalized Banks including the Gramin Banks (DIPS
Muzaffarpur, 2016). Agriculture alone shares around 23% of the total GDDP of
Muzaffarpur district. The growth rate of the sector has been affected by natural calamities
(floods mainly). (Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Department of Planning and
Development, Patna, Bihar, 2016)

Table 3.1 - Statement Showing The Area Covered Under H.Y.V. Crops (Unit-In 000' Hectares)
District

Rice
2013-14

Muzaffarpur
Bihar

Wheat

2014-15

2013-14

Maize

2014-15

2013-14

2014-15

66

69

84

70

10

27

2007

2082

1623

1579

273

268

Source: Directorate of Economics & Statistics (Agriculture) Bihar, Patna.

ii) Agro based processed food products: Muzaffarpur, known worldwide for its Litchi, has
a big potential. Flour mills, rice mills and other similar industries also exist in the district
as their turnover play significant role in the economy of the district. However, Litchi and
the associate processed products offers the distinct advantage over other produce due to its
unique variety – “Shahi” Litchi which is famous around the world. Moreover, it was
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assigned GI tag recently. The processed products which are manufactured by industries are
mainly litchi squash, litchi juice, litchi pulp, litchi achaar in the season of litchi and other
fruit juices in seasons when litchi is not available. One of the industries was conferred gold
medal for trying out a new innovative product achaar out of litchi. Industries are also
experimenting litchi wine as a new product.
iii) Fishing: According to Bihar Statistical Book 2016, district Muzaffarpur had a target of
24.124 TMT production of fish but the district could achieve 90.16% of the target by
producing 21.75 TMT of fish securing 22nd rank in the state. Whereas overall production
achievement of the state was 80% of the given target of 630 TMT. It secured 11th rank in
the state in production of fish seed (fingerling) by achieving 85.75% (220 lakhs) of the
target 256.56 lakhs whereas, the total achievement by the state was merely 58.10% of the
total target (6700 lakhs). (Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Department of Planning
and Development, Patna, Bihar, 2016) (Refer appendices F, G, H)
Department has trained 325 fish farmers from the district whereas a total number of
registered fish farmers is much higher i.e. 4,546 in Muzaffarpur. These variables place the
district at 8th and 9th position respectively in the state. (Directorate of Economics and
Statistics, Department of Planning and Development, Patna, Bihar, 2016)
The fisheries sector has a huge scope in terms of availability of market but it had not been
able to contribute much to the district economy and that the growth rate has also been zigzag in nature.
iv) Mining and Quarrying: Mining and quarrying sector is not a dominant player when it
comes to contribution in GDDP and growth rate of the sector. Since rivers are available
there at the periphery of the district, some sand mining activities have been happening in
the region. There are no other natural resource mines available in the district and thus no
scope in the sector in terms of economic growth. (Data Net India Pvt. Ltd. , 2008)
Therefore, as we could see from the data tables in the appendix E, Agriculture is the only sector
which contributes the most in the primary activities.

3.2 Secondary Sector
The key economic activities in descending order of their market share in ‘secondary sectors’
category are as follow:
i) Construction: According to the data by Directorate of Economics and Statistics (2008)
construction industry contributes 12.71% in the district economy (GDDP). Not only the
contribution is quite significant but also the growth rate of the market share of the industry
has been incremental over the years. (Data Net India Pvt. Ltd. , 2008)
ii) Manufacturing: According to the data by Directorate of Economics and Statistics (2008)
the manufacturing industries, registered and un-registered taken together, contribute 4.8%
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in the total GDDP of Muzaffarpur (Data Net India Pvt. Ltd. , 2008). There is huge scope
in micro, small and medium industries provided that the required government support is
provided to them.
(a) Registered: The sad part of the manufacturing industry, according to the data available,
is that registered industries contribute only 0.77% in the district GDDP out of total
4.8% which is contributed by the Industry (16.03% of the industry contribution). (Data
Net India Pvt. Ltd. , 2008)
(b) Un-registered: Un-registered units contribute exceptionally well in the district GDDP
which is 4.05% i.e. 83.98% of the total contribution by the Industry. (Data Net India
Pvt. Ltd. , 2008)
iii) Electricity, Gas and Water Supply: According to the data by Directorate of Economics
and Statistics (2008) this sector has a market share of 2.78% of overall GDDP. (Data Net
India Pvt. Ltd. , 2008) The growth has also not been impressive over the years.

3.3 Tertiary Sector
The key economic activities in descending order of their market share in ‘tertiary sectors’ category
are as follow:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Trade, Hotel and Restaurants: According to the data (Directorate of Economics and
Statistics, 2008) these industries, clubbed together, contribute 12.60% in the total GDDP
of Muzaffarpur (Data Net India Pvt. Ltd. , 2008). There is huge scope in trade industry,
mainly trading of readymade garment, subject to required infrastructural support. The
industry covers whole of north Bihar, some part of West Bengal and north-east region and
trades its garments in markets of Nepal as well. Setting up textiles manufacturing plants
has been mulled contemplated by big traders as part of their backward linkage strategy.
Humid climatic conditions being essential for manufacturing textile, the unavailability of
such condition in the region forced big traders to set up their own manufacturing plants in
Surat. Tailoring units have been set up in Muzaffarpur where the garments are tailored and
sold in local as well as outside markets.
Hotel and Restaurants industry has also contributed significantly over the last decade in
the region. Since it is both, headquarter of the district as well as headquarter of the Tirhut
division the hotels and restaurants have been able to generate good amount of revenue.
Real Estate, Ownership of dwellings, Business Services: According to the data
(Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 2008) real estate, ownership of dwellings and
business services have grown at a rate of 15.8% in 2006-07 calculated at current prices
whereas the market share of the sector was 5.55% in the same year which grew by 1.5% to
7.1% the very next year. (Data Net India Pvt. Ltd. , 2008)
Banking and Insurance: According to the data (Directorate of Economics and Statistics,
2008), banking and insurance sector has also shown a positive incremental growth with
increase in market share.
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3.4 Overall analysis of all sectors using BCG matrix
BCG analysis was carried out to identify the sectors which have growth potential and have enough
market share in order to achieve 2 to 3% annual incremental growth in the existing scenario.
Growth-share matrix is a business tool, which uses relative market share and industry growth rate
factors to evaluate the potential of business brand portfolio and suggest further investment
strategies. There are 4 quadrants, each explaining the potential and market share of industries
being analyzed and categorizes those industries under four different labels. These categories are
as follows:

Figure 3.1 - BCG Analysis Chart of Industries in Muzaffarpur, Bihar
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Star: Industries having high growth potential as well as high market share. Cash Cows:
representing those industries which have high market share but relatively low growth rate.
Question Marks: represent industries which have been growing handsomely but have not
expanded its business keeping its market share relatively low. Dogs: Dogs are the industries which
have low market share and have not been able to grow significantly depicting a low growth rate.
The graph below represents BCG analysis (based on the data available in terms of their growth
rate and market share) of the industries situated in Muzaffarpur.
Analysis: None of the industries fell under Star category. The analysis showed representation of
industries under categories: Cash-cows and Question Marks. Relatively, higher number of
industries fell into ‘Dogs’ category which is a matter of concern for the industrial development of
the district.

3.5 Shortlisting of Key Sectors for GDP Growth
On the basis of field work done, it was found that there are select industries with high growth
potential have not yielded the desired result for lack of institutional and policy level support. These
industries can boom over the coming years if they are incubated by the government and other
supporting institutions. These selected Industries/Products on the basis of discussion with District
Administration (Collector), government official of District Industries Centre (DIC), Bihar
Industrial Area Development Authority (BIADA), North Bihar Chamber of Commerce and
Industries (NBCCI) – a local governing body of industries in the district, Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises - Development Institute, are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
i.

Agro based food processing industries (emphasis on Litchi)
Readymade garment
Lac Bangles
Honey
Dairy/Milk
Fisheries

Agro based food processing industries (emphasis on Litchi)

Large scope in agro based food processing products was found during the visits. District
Collector shared that setting up a ‘food park’ is being contemplated and formative discussions
with relevant stakeholder are underway.
The recently acquired GI tag, its processing, knowledge and skills of people engaged in litchi
business and most importantly the demand of litchi products of Muzaffarpur makes Litchi a very
exciting agricultural produce with great prospects. There is a need to enhance the productivity of
already existing litchi orchards and promote the product to encourage more farmers to grow litchi.
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There is a National Litchi research Centre in Muzaffarpur district itself which have been providing
technical support to the litchi growers. This step would help further the process of production and
encourage the farmers as well as processors of litchi. Therefore, litchi is being selected as an
agricultural product and litchi processing industries as an agro based food processing industries to
significantly contribute to economic growth of the district.
Table 3.2 - Area and Production of Litchi in Muzaffarpur, 2015-16 (From 2009 to 2016)
Muzaffarpur
Year

Bihar

Percentage
Contribution
in area of
production

Muzaffarpur

Bihar

23.685

Production
in thousand
MT
52.935

Production
in thousand
MT
215.132

Percentage
Contribution
in total
production

Productivity
Muzaffarpur

Productivity
Bihar

24.606

7.303

7.030

2009-10

Area (in
thousand
hectare)
7.248

Area (in
thousand
hectare)
30.602

2010-11

7.281

31.064

23.439

53.879

226.979

23.737

7.400

7.307

2013-14

7.889

32.491

24.281

59.483

258.691

22.994

7.540

7.962

2014-15

7.890

32.204

24.500

40.520

197.702

20.495

5.136

6.139

2015-16

7.900

32.100

24.611

40.500

198.000

20.455

5.127

6.168

Source: Districts of India (Finance Department, Directorate of Horticulture)

In year 2014-15, Muzaffarpur produced 40.52 thousand MT of litchi in 7.89 thousand hectare of
land whereas the litchi production of whole Bihar was 197.702 thousand MT in an area of 32.204
thousand hectares. Thus, Muzaffarpur produces 20.5% of total litchi produced in Bihar using
24.5% of the total area of land used. (Finance Department, Government of Bihar, 2017)
Since agriculture and agro based food processing sector is one of the priority sectors of Industrial
Development, there are policies which support and promote setting up of such Industries in the
district. One of such policy intervention is allotment of vacant industrial land for priority sector
projects which says that Bihar Industrial Area Development Authority (BIADA) would strive to
allot all the available vacant land (around 182 acres) at the various industrial areas to the
prospective and eligible projects. In this regard the meeting of Project Clearance Committee of
BIADA will be convened in a time bound manner. These vacant lands shall be allotted to the
manufacturing units. The Government would also put efforts to facilitate the allotment of lands in
the industrial parks to manufacturing units.
ii.

Lac Bangles:

Lac Bangles making in Bihar is one the main micro level industries in the state of Bihar.
Muzaffarpur District in India has been known nationwide for its lac products especially lac bangles
also known as Lahti and is the second largest producer in the country. A huge number of rural
population have been engaged in the production of lac bangles for more than 40 years. The Lahti
manufacturing at Rampur Bakhari cluster of Muzaffarpur is one of the oldest and prestigious
industrial cluster in India.
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The Rampur Bakhari cluster is known for its lac bangles all over India. A large number of rural
population are engaged in the production of lac bangles for more than 40 years. There are various
government supports/schemes in place which can benefit such industries and help them grow faster
than ever before. MSME – DI is there to provide skill development training to the artisans in order
to produce variety and better designs, market their produce effectively, packaging the product to
attract the customers etc. Other institutions like, National Institute of Design, Lac Research
Institute, Ranchi can help in the process of production as well in marketing the products to fetch
optimal price.
There is a provision in Industrial Investment Promotion Policy 2016, which promotes the MSME
clusters and establishment of Common Facility Centres (CFC) to facilitate those clusters. There
are several existing and potential MSME clusters in the state and Lahathi (lac) Cluster of DistrictMuzaffarpur is one of them. The policy assumes that the cluster actors are technologically poor and
there is a dire need of technology and skill upgradation in these clusters. In order to promote the
cluster, the GoB had launched a special scheme named Chief Minister MSME Cluster
Development Scheme in the year 2013. The Government would strive to implement this scheme
effectively during the current policy period. The State Government would also extend all necessary
support to such clusters of industries under the relevant schemes of Government of India viz Micro
and Small Enterprises-Cluster Development Programme of Ministry of MSME and Industrial
Infrastructure Upgradation Scheme of Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Government
of India. (Department of Industries, Government of Bihar, 2016)
iii.

Readymade Garments

Bihar is a large base of around one lakh weavers. Manufacturing and dealing with fabric and
garment is their livelihood. The presence of weavers’ community is, therefore, works as an
important asset base for the state. Availability of skilled and semi-skilled workers for textile units
is something that is underutilized in the region. Apart from the regular weaver community, a large
number of youths (especially, the female youth) in the state can be employed in the textile
manufacturing units which can offer conducive employment opportunities such as sewing,
stitching, cutting, and other tailoring requirements. (Udyog Mitra, Department of Industries,
Government of Bihar, 2016)
Muzaffarpur is a trading hub of readymade garments. Businessmen engaged in this industry bring
finished goods from other places like Mumbai, Surat, Ahmedabad and Bengaluru and supply it to
whole of north Bihar, some northeast states and to some markets in Nepal. Majority of the
businessmen are engaged in trading of readymade garments. Some of them have set up their
manufacturing units in coastal cities where humidity of the climate remains same long the years.
Looking at the large market potential and existing relative market share of the industry this industry
cannot be left behind when it comes to contributing in economic growth of the district.
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Since it requires a lot of transportation activity of wholesalers themselves and of their consignment
from various places to Muzaffarpur and again to different places on supply side. Even a small
hindrance in the transportation affects their business to a great extent. Therefore, they very first
prerequisite of thriving the industry as desired, would be to smoother setup of transport facility.
iv.

Honey:

Muzaffarpur is famous for producing Honey of different flavors which is unique in the industry.
Honey farmers have been producing honey in different orchards at different places of India and
thus their expertise in the sector is unbeatable. They have a balanced blend of skill, knowledge and
experience of producing honey. Honey production is also a win-win strategy for farmers as the
honey-bees not only produce good quality honey in orchards and farms but also the process
increases the productivity of the farm fields through cross pollination.
Bihar is the 4th largest producer of honey in the country and produces approximately 6,500 tonnes
per annum. Honey is becoming an important ingredient in today’s world and is placed in the
wellness food category. This product has the potential to be the first choice amongst the 1st
generation entrepreneurs due to low investment requirement and higher revenue potential.
Bihar is one of the leading honey producing states in India, producing 8018.04 MT of honey. There
are about 2.64 lakh honey producing units in the country, out of which 17528 (6.65 per cent) are
in Bihar.
v.

Dairy

Muzaffarpur, also called financial capital of Bihar, is the Fourth largest producer of milk in Bihar
after Gaya, Patna, East and West Champaran. It offers good opportunity for setting up of new
dairies supplying milk to nearby locality. According to economic survey of Bihar (2016-17), there
were 19.5 thousand milk cooperative societies in Bihar in 2015-16, compared to 18.4 thousand
societies a year ago implying an annual growth of 6.0 percent. The total milk procurement per day
in 2015-16 was 1740 thousand kg. which has recorded a steady growth of 13.5 percent in the last
five years. As regards milk procurement per functional dairy, it was 124.5 kilo litres in 2015-16.
(Finance Department, Government of Bihar, 2017)
Because of its close linkage with farming operations, animal husbandry is a traditional occupation
for rural households in Bihar. The dairy industry in the state is, therefore, very large; but it is the
state-run Bihar State Milk Cooperative Federation (COMFED) which plays a pivotal role in dairy
industry.
vi.

Fisheries

Bihar is rich in water resources. The economy of the state is mainly dependent on Agriculture
Animal Husbandry & Fisheries. Fisheries play not only an important key role in the supply of
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nutritionally rich protein but also provides rural livelihood as well. The annual fish production of
the State has been estimated as 4.5 lakh MT against the annual demand of 5.2 lakh tones. The
deficit demand is met from other States particularly form Andhra Pradesh.
Fisheries, being one predominant agricultural subsector in the district, sees a growth potential in
the region. Fishery and fishery related industries like fish feed plants are one of the priority sector
interventions and need to be promoted through government support. Skill development, better
infrastructural services, inclusion of women and youth, and establishing a fish processing plant to
produce ready-to-eat fish products are some proposed interventions which would help the people
and the economy thrive.
vii.

Leather

Leather industry of district Muzaffarpur has been known for the quality of leather and its products.
Due to various socio-political challenges, the industry had to face a setback which deprived it from
realizing its potential. Now, since the government has decided to reinstate the process of
manufacturing of leather and leather products, the industry and the artisans are optimistically
energized to work for their own as well as the industry’s growth.
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Chapter 4
Detailed analysis of selected sectors
4.1 Agro based food processing industries (LITCHI)
Bihar, fundamentally an agrarian economy, has a large agricultural and animal production base
offering abundant supply of raw material to be processed for human consumption. Despite these
natural advantages, the level of food processing is very low suggesting there is scope to improve
the food processing levels to meet the increasing requirements of the state’s growing population,
while at the same time offering a sustainable consumption market. Further, the rising income and
changing life style in the cities as well as rural Bihar is changing the consumption demand towards
processed food. Therefore, the state offers a substantial opportunity for the food processing
industry and is expected to play a leading role in the industrialization drive of this state.
Agricultural produce which are cultivated in the region are not only consumed by local population
of the district, but also some of its processed products (like wheat flour, rice and rice flour, mango
etc.) are supplied outside the district, state and even exported to other countries (litchi juice/squash
etc.). Production of main crops like Rice and Wheat have shown a positive trend with slight
fluctuation (in calamitous situations) over the years. The area used in production of Maize has
encountered an exceptional growth rate in the year 2013-14 to 2014-15. The total area used in
Maize production in Muzaffarpur grew from 3.66% (10,000 hectares) of total area used for Maize
production in Bihar to 10.07% (27,000 Hectares) of total area used in Maize production in Bihar.
Thus the area used for Maize production in Muzaffarpur increased by 2.7 times in a span of two
years. The table below shows the trend of area used for high yield variety (HYV) crop production
in Muzaffarpur. (Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Department of Planning and
Development, Patna, Bihar, 2016)

Table 4.1 - Statement Showing the Area Covered Under H.Y.V. Crops (Unit-In 000'
Hectares)
Sl. No.
1
2

District
Muzaffarpur
Bihar
Percentage

Rice
2013-14 2014-15
66
69
2007
2082
3.29
3.31

Wheat
2013-14 2014-15
84
70
1623
1579
5.18
4.43

Maize
2013-14 2014-15
10
27
273
268
3.66
10.07

Source: Department of Agriculture, Govt. of Bihar (Districts of India)

The total production of Rice in year 2015-16 in Muzaffarpur was 1.6% of total Rice produced in
Bihar in the same year, whereas the area that Muzaffarpur used was 3.52% of total area used in
Bihar for Rice production. Further, the table shows rice yield in Muzaffarpur is 951 kg/hectare
which is less than half of Bihar (2104 kg/hectare) showing significant deficit in productivity.
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Table 4.2 - Area, Production and Yield of Rice 2015-16
District
Muzaffarpur
Bihar
Percentage

Area (In Hect.)
113985
3232314
3.526

Production (In Metric Tonne)
108343
6802216
1.593

Yield (Kg/Hect)
951
2104

Source: Department of Agriculture, Govt. of Bihar (Districts of India)

Similarly, the total production of Maize in year 2015-16 in Muzaffarpur was 5.6% of total Maize
produced in Bihar in the year 2015-16, whereas the area that Muzaffarpur used was 3.6 % of total
area used in Bihar for Maize production. Further, data suggests the maize yield of 2294 kg/hectare
in Muzaffarpur which is much less in comparison to Bihar (3571 kg/hectare). Therefore, the
Department of Agriculture needs to identify the gaps and propose measures to overcome these
challenges.
Table 4.3 - Area, Production and Yield of Maize 2015-16
District
Muzaffarpur
Bihar
Percentage

Area (In Hect.)
39164
704955
5.556

Production (In Metric Tonne)
89852
2517100
3.569

Yield (Kg./Hect.)
2294
3571

Source: Department of Agriculture, Govt. of Bihar (Districts of India)

It was observed that district Muzaffarpur has been performing better in production of fruits if
compared with cereals’ production. The region has been known for its varieties within the fruits.
Litchi, Banana and Mango have been growing abundantly in the region. The tables below represent
the Area and Production of Major Fruit items produced in the region.


Banana: Muzaffarpur produces 17.85% of total Banana produced by Bihar using only 15.34%
of land that overall Bihar uses in Banana production. There are varieties like Dwarf Cavendish,
Alpon, Chinia, Chini Champa, Malbhog, Muthia, Kothia, Gauria etc. of bananas are grown in
the district.
Table 4.4 - Area and production of Banana in Muzaffarpur, Bihar 2014 -15
District
Muzaffarpur
Bihar
Percentage



Area (in thousand hectare)
5.314
34.644
15.339

Production in Thousand MT)
272.5
1526.502
17.851

Mango: District Muzaffarpur grows 6.6% of total Mangos grown by Bihar using 6.6% of
land that overall Bihar uses in Mango production. There are varieties of Mangoes found in
the region.
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Table 4.5 - Area and production of Mango in Muzaffarpur, Bihar 2015 -16
District

Area (in thousand hectare)

Production in Thousand Tonnes)

9.84
149.14
6.598

96.5
1464.93
6.587

Muzaffarpur
Bihar
Percentage



Litchi: District Muzaffarpur is known as Land of Litchi. Muzaffarpur grows one fifth i.e.
20% of the total litchi production by Bihar. Muzaffarpur uses 24.5% of total land used for litchi
production in Bihar. The litchi grown in Muzaffarpur has a huge demand from around the
world.
Table 4.6 - Area and production of Litchi in Muzaffarpur, Bihar 2014 -15
District
Area (in thousand hectare)
Muzaffarpur
7.89
Bihar
32.204
Percentage
24.500
Source: Districts of India

Production in Thousand MT)
40.52
197.702
20.495

Litchi is the biggest contributor in all the agro-food-products. Muzaffarpur is famous for its Shahi
Litchi around the world. A decline in the trend of total production and productivity of litchi
orchards is observed. Hence this product needs exclusive attention of the administration,
government department and industrial development departments of the district.
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis of Litchi
Shahi Litchi is the unique product of Muzaffarpur and has been awarded Geographical Indication
tag lately. There are international competitors China and South Africa to the litchi produced in
Muzaffarpur. There are large number of litchi growers in the district and huge customer base from
around the world. Within the district, there are two big litchi processing units who have been
serving their customers for years and hence have won their trusts. Each of the industries in the
district have large customer bases. In International markets also, Muzaffarpur has its loyal
customers base. But, in times of natural calamities like floods in the region, when the harvest is
not good enough for international markets, Muzaffarpur has to suffer as other foreign players
become a threat for the industry. In such times, to safeguard its international presence, litchi
processing industries in Muzaffarpur have to outsource litchi from other places.
Other fruit juices may work as a substitute to litchi juice but the essence of litchi cannot be replaced
by other fruits. Rose scented shahi litchi is famous for its flavour and has the largest demand from
foreign consumers. Pre-harvest contractors visit the orchards much before the season starts.
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Farmers are given prices according to the quality of cultivars, hence a competition among orchard
owners can be seen on field.
SWOT Analysis of Litchi
Table 4.7 - SWOT Analysis of Litchi
Strength







Weakness

Unique variety with GI Tag
Large area under litchi production
Suitable climate
Muzaffarpur is widely known for Litchi.
Good return per unit area
The willingness by both the farmers and
export agents to make available funds for
market research.










Opportunities








Climate specific crop
Possibility of area expansion
Possibilities of increasing yield by better
management practices
Scope for value addition by increasing
shelf life and processing.
High export potential.
Employment and Income generation
Opportunity for more processing units.









Lack of infrastructure particularly cold
chain facility; outdated technology;
Unattractive packaging
Unavailability of quality planting material
Very short shelf-life
Lack of proper post-harvest facilities &
processing
Production largely dependent on climatic
conditions which can only be partially
manipulated by irrigation.
Relatively high input, labor and capital
costs.
Competing fresh market.
Irregular supply of electricity, diesel
generators increasing the production cost.
Threat
Climate-specific crop
Short storage life.
Susceptible to pest and diseases.
Quality assurance of the raw materials due
to heavy use of pesticide.
Unscientific handling of the produce at
the farm level leads to higher wastages
and losses.
Increasing incidence of bacterial and viral
diseases in many crops and difficulty in
control.

Conclusion:
It is important to note that production of litchi and productivity of its orchards has been declining
for past few years. It is a matter of concern for every stakeholder involved in the supply chain of
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litchi. Litchi farmers and Litchi processing-unit-owners need unwavering attention of the
government and other institutions like National Litchi Research Centre to bring it back on track
first, and then to work towards prospering of the industry.
4.2 LAC BANGLES:
Lac is a resinous substance secreted by an insect called kerria lacca. The insect holds itself on the
branches of certain trees such as kusum/papal and forms a red encrustation around it. The coated
branches are cut and sieved and the material thus obtained is washed to remove impurities. The
resulting seed lac is used in making several products. Lac is the source of resin, wax and dye. It is
collected from the forests in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, West
Bengal and Assam. Lac is available in different colours – dark black, brown and light golden – the
latter being the best and most expensive. (Micro,Small and Medium Enterprises - Development
Institute, 2013)
The Indian Lahti industry has been expanding recording an annual growth rate of 10%. Domestic
Lahti industry has been expanding its capacity to meet local demand for lac bangles. Lac bangles
from Gujrat, Rajasthan, Hyderabad and Bihar are extremely popular. Jaipur is a big center for lac
bangles.
The Rampur Bakhari cluster of Muzaffarpur, Bihar
is concentrated in Rampur village and covers
nearby villages Paharpur, Rajapur, Sejawalpur,
Majhaulia, Sakara etc. in manufacturing activity.
The cluster is 37 km towards south-east of
Muzaffarpur city.

Figure 4.1 - Muzaffarpur to Rampur Bakhari
Cluster

There are 150 manufacturing units in the cluster
concentration and all are micro units i.e. household
level industries. Major items that are manufactured
in the cluster are Jaipuri Lahti Bangles, Chunari
Figure 4.2 - Muzaffarpur to Rampur Bakhari
Bangles, Kangana, Patala Bangles. Manufacturers
Cluster
have been following traditional ways to
manufacture lac bangles. People have been inherited with the skills and knowledge of making lac
bangles from their ancestors and thus they are proud of doing what their predecessors have been
doing since ages. Majority of the manufacturing units belong to minority community.
(Micro,Small and Medium Enterprises - Development Institute, 2013)
According to a diagnostic study report (2013) on Lahti Cluster prepared by department of micro,
small and medium enterprises (MSME) - Total investment that have been made in the cluster in
setting up of plant and machinery is Rs. 7,50,000 for 150 units at the rate of Rs. 5,000 each.
Whereas estimated turnover of the cluster is approximately Rs. 193 lakhs. 1100 people get
employment in the manufacturing cluster. Percentage market contribution of Rampur Bakhari
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cluster is 55% and 45% at state and national levels respectively. February to August and October
to November are the peak months of the manufacturing.
The lac industry receives support from Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises – Development
Institute (MSME-DI), District Industries Centre (DIC) and Lac Research Institute, Ranchi. There
are various micro level industrial development schemes that are in place to promote such industries
and bringing out more and more entrepreneurs. Bihar Industrial Promotion Policy 2016 has been
framed in order to provide direct and indirect subsidies to such industries in order to promote
industrial activities.
Major Issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monopoly of Traders
Lack of storage facility for raw materials as well as for finished goods,
Lack of financial support system and
Absence of modern technology.
Frequent fluctuation in prices of raw materials.

Major priorities are to set up a raw material bank, common facility centers with modern
machines, conducting skill oriented training programme on fashion designing, latest
manufacturing technology and attractive packaging the products.
According to a diagnostic study report on Lahti Cluster prepared by department of micro, small
and medium enterprises (MSME), the table below explains the critical gaps, suggested remedies,
intervention stakeholders and expected results:

Table 4.8 - Gaps and Interventions in Lahti Cluster
Critical Gaps
Suggested Remedies
Institutions
High Fluctuation of Formation of Raw Financial
Raw Material Price
Material bank
Institutions/ Cluster
Actors/ MSME - DI
Low Productivity
Phase modernization/ Financial
Technology
Institution/Lac
Intervention
Research Institute,
Ranchi/Cluster
actors/MSME-DI
Poor coordination and Formation of capacity Cluster
weak
business Building Centres
actors/MSME-DI
operation
High mobility of Conducting
skill MSME-DI
skilled manpower
development training
programme
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Expected results
Reduction in cost of
production by 10 to
15%
Increase in production
by 20 – 30%

Increase in capacity
by 10%
Improvement in skill
level

Inconsistent Quality

Simple
automation, Lac
Research Quality product with
Condusting
Quality Institute/MSMEincreased
sales
Training Programme
DI/Cluster Actors
volume

Poor Packaging

Need special training IIP
Calcutta Improvement
in
on packaging
cluster/Cluster
presentation
for
actors/MSME-DI
booming the market
share
Wrong Propagation
Changing mindset and Cluster
Improvement
in
creating good disposal actors/MSME-DI
awareness level
system
Poor
product Creation of Common Cluster
Saving of scarce
integration
Integrated Production actors/MSMEcapital and utilization
Centre
DI/Financial
of saved capital in
Institutions
other activities
Capital
Marketing Common Marketing
Cluster actors
Improved marketing
behaviour
(Micro,Small and Medium Enterprises - Development Institute, 2013)
Therefore, the above table suggests the actionable items that need to be initiated as soon as possible
in order to save the interests of people engaged in the business. The manufacturers need to be
encouraged - not demoralized - by providing them the entitled benefits which is already existing
in the policies of the government.
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis of Lac Bangles
Muzaffarpur district is one of the biggest lac bangle manufacturers in India. Rampur Bakhari
cluster and its products are known all over India. There are 150 units of lac manufacturing
industries in the cluster who supply finished products into the local as well as outside markets.
Jaipur, Delhi and Hyderabad are major markets of lac. There are national level competitors in the
industry who manufacture good quality lac bangles. Due to uniqueness of the product, suppliers
are on the winning side when it comes to bargaining power. Local customers prefer to buy locally
manufactured lac bangles as there could be seen plenty of sellers in the district, hence at a very
low price. National level customers have choices of buying lac bangles manufactured from
different places each with their uniqueness.
Some technological interventions are dire need of the day in order to compete with other
manufacturing hubs. Coal furnaces need to be replaced with electric ones, uninterrupted supply of
electricity to the manufacturing cluster, a raw material bank in the cluster with abundance of raw
lac procured in advance and training of lac manufacturers in manufacturing more designs of
bangles like other clusters are doing. There are Chinese look-alike-products available in market at
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a cheaper price which could be potential threat and substitute for the industry. Therefore, we also
need to make our production process more efficient in terms of money, time, manpower required
and hence bulk amount of production in same duration of time.
SWOT Analysis of Lac Bangles
Table 4.9 - SWOT Analysis of Lac Bangles
Strengths







Weaknesses

Institutional support for lac cluster
development
Presence of ecosystem with available
expertise for lac products. Identify with
the industry with some being 3rd
generation manufacturers.
Availability of skilled workforce
Family's support works as a motivation
for craftsmen
Availability of raw material and market









Opportunities









Newer designs can be introduced with
support of Design Institutes (For example,
NID)
New markets should be explored (Bihar,
Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan are
already a market), export potential is also
there
Producers themselves could be trained in
marketing their products, eliminating
middlemen
There are more people willing to join in if
adequate support from government is
provided (like subsidies, interest free
loans etc.)
Infrastructure and working conditions
need to be improved
CFCs should be setup in order to improve
quantity and quality supplied




Lack of formal training of manufacturers
(cluster actors)
Institutional support not reaching to the
beneficiaries.
Lack of financial support system
Poor availability of Infrastructure:
transportation, electricity, storage facility,
backward and forward linkage
Lack of Technological Interventions: For
efficient processing of raw material and
innovative designs.
Lack of marketing skills particularly, skill
to expand the business and explore new
markets, negotiation skill etc.
Attrition rate is high, lack of technical
expertise in Fashion Design.
Threats
Chinese bangles flooding the market at a
cheaper price
Competition from Jaipur products
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Coal furnace can be replaced by some
modern furnaces to make the process
more efficient and eco friendly
Experts from Lac Research Institute,
Ranchi can help in efficient production
Exhibitions/ Haats / Trade fairs are
organised which can be explored to
market the product
Tie up with district e-Mandi/ Khadi
Village Industries Commission (KVIC)
can enhance the marketing of product
Dedicated clusters and industrial zones

Conclusion:
Lac Bangle industry, despite being one of the micro-level industries, has tremendous potential to
grow. A few infrastructural, financial, technological and policy level reforms in the industry would
boost the growth to manifold. Although there are budding competitors in the industry, a custodian
approach by the government for a few years could put it on top of the list. Skill development of
manufacturers and their marketing techniques, if improved to a notable extent, will enhance their
income remarkably and hence economy of the district.
4.3 READYMADE GARMENTS:
The textile sector plays a key role in the Indian economy by way of significant contribution to
GDP, manufacturing output, employment generation, and export earnings. The sector contributes
14% to industrial production, 4% to India’s GDP and constitutes 13% of the country’s export
earnings. The textile sector is one of the largest source of employment generators in India; it
employs over 4.5 crore people, directly. (Solanki, 2017)
Bihar is home of around one lakh weavers for whom manufacturing and dealing with fabric and
garment is their livelihood. The presence of weavers’ community is, therefore, an important asset
base in terms of availability of skilled and semi-skilled workers for textile units. Apart from the
regular weaver community, a large number of youths (especially, the female youth) in the state
can be employed in the textile manufacturing units which can offer conducive employment
opportunities such as sewing, stitching, cutting, and other tailoring requirements. (Udyog Mitra,
Department of Industries, Government of Bihar, 2016)
During a meeting with North Bihar Chamber of Commerce and Industries (NBCCI), one of the
members proposed the idea of setting up textile mills in the district itself as it has a huge potential
in the sector. But considering the climatic conditions for textile manufacturing, which should be
humid enough to let the yarns not break and produce good quality of textile. The weather in
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Muzaffarpur does not remain as humid as required for textile production for whole year. This is
why big players of the industry have set up their textile manufacturing units near coastal regions
in Gujrat.
Apart from textile manufacturing, trade of manufactured textiles and readymade garments has a
huge market potential, although it already has a big market share in overall economy of the district.
According to the data provided by District Industries Centre (DIC), Muzaffarpur, textile sector has
given employment to a significant number of people which has been growing over the years.
Currently this sector employs 2,932 people in 1,173 units having total investment of Rs. 5683.72
Lakhs. (District Industries Centre, Muzaffarpur, 2018)
Explaining about the importance of the textile industry he informed us that Muzaffarpur itself
serves the cloth requirement of North Bihar, some part of Nepal and some regions in the North
East. Having seen the potential of its market, he proposed to set up manufacturing factories
(textile mills) in the district itself which would reduce the cost of transportation of these clothes
all the way from Gujrat both in terms of time and money.
The textile sector plays a key role in the Indian economy by way of significant contribution to
GDP, manufacturing output, employment generation, and export earnings. The sector contributes
14% to industrial production, 4% to India’s GDP and constitutes 13% of the country’s export
earnings. The textile sector is one of the largest source of employment generators in India; it
employs over 4.5 crore people, directly. (Ministry of Textiles, 2014)
Textile industry is a highly labour-intensive industry. Bihar is home of around one lakh weavers
for whom manufacturing and dealing with fabric and garment is their livelihood. The presence of
weavers’ community is, therefore, an important asset base in terms of availability of skilled and
semi-skilled workers for textile units. Apart for weavers’ community, a large number of youths
(especially, the female youth) in the state can be employed in the textile manufacturing units which
can offer conducive employment opportunities such as sewing, stitching, cutting, and other
tailoring requirements. (Udyog Mitra, Department of Industries, Government of Bihar, 2016)
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis of Readymade Garments:
Readymade garment industry in the district is a cash-cow industry as it has a good market share
and moderately positive growth rate. There are many big players in the district. Many of them have
their manufacturing units set up in Mumbai, Surat, Ahmedabad like cities. A constructive healthy
competition among the traders have been observed in the district. People are more concerned about
making Muzaffarpur the biggest garment mandi in the state as well as in the country. It has a large
customer base which cover whole north Bihar, north eastern states and some markets in Nepal.
People are welcoming when a new entrant comes in and starts their business. People say that, if
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new people come, they also bring a customer base with them to our mandi and variety of products
in their mandi increases and hence the more number of customers.
SWOT Analysis of Readymade Garments
Table 4.10 - SWOT Analysis of Garment Industry
Strength



















Weakness

Muzaffarpur is the most important urban
node in North Bihar, well connected
through airport, road and rail within the
state and to other cities in the country and
Nepal, which is less than two hours away.
Sutapatti market of Muzaffarpur is famous
as a cloth hub which supplies clothmaterial from southern and western states
to the eastern/NE states.
Muzaffarpur has huge human resource
potential which can be harnessed with
improved infrastructure of skill
development.
Regional primacy, linkages and locational
advantage
Growing Economy and potential
Domestic and international Market.
Low labour Cost
Sector specific centres of excellence (such
as MSME-DI, Litchi Research Centre,
KVIC)
Opportunities



The city is major trading hub of cloths.
Employment and income generation
through trading and stitching of garment
Existing skill development institutions
including engineering institutes,
polytechnic college, it is etc
MSME Development Institute which
provides skill training in cloth
manufacturing, Khadi work, and
embroidery.
Dedicated clusters and industrial zones







Price fluctuation because of rapidly
changing socio-economic environment.
Lack of technological development that
affect the productivity and other activities
in the value chain.
Absence of manufacturing Units in district
Lack of technological solutions to add
value to the products

Threat




E-commerce (Amazon, Flipkart) firms are
most potent threat for traders.
Large number of Competitors/traders in
the region
Lack of skilled Worker.
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Conclusion:
Readymade Garments industry of Muzaffarpur is boon for people of the district. This industry
serves as a livelihood for marginal shopkeeper as well as big trader /mill owners. This industry has
consistently performed and remains one of the key contributor to the district’s economy. Although
suffers from infrastructure issues and insufficient administrative support, this sectors hold lot of
potential for employment and income generation. With careful analysis of potential markets and
general increase in income, Muzaffarpur can look forward to expand its market beyond north
Bihar, North-East states and Nepal. Therefore, remedial steps are necessary to keep the industry
flourishing and contributing to the economy of the district and the country as well.
4.4 HONEY:
Muzaffarpur is the leading honey producing district ahead of Vaishali, Samastipur, East
Champaran, West Champaran, Madhepura, Katihar and Begusarai. The litchi honey produced in
Bihar has better taste, colour and flavour than the honey produced in other states of India due to
variation in ecological conditions. Litchi honey is very popular and has high demand nationally
and internationally. There is a vast area of litchi gardens in the state and more than four varieties
of litchi are found extending the flowering period for about 20-25 days to a month in Bihar. The
yield of honey with the Italian honeybee species is the highest in Bihar compared to other states,
with a production rate of 40 and 60 kgs honey/hive/year, for stationary and migratory beekeeping
respectively. In view of substantial area under various crops, each suitable for bee keeping, Bihar
has the potential of producing about 40,000 tonnes of honey with an estimated value of 200 crores
annually. (Department of Industries, Government of Bihar, 2016)
There is an immediate requirement of cluster formation of honey producers in order to reduce the
cost incurred, providing an identity to honey producers and enhancing their bargaining power.
Setting up of more honey processing units is also required in the region to save transportation cost.
Skill development training of honey producers needs to be done in terms of marketing their
product, packaging it effectively and managing their accounts, both monetary and inventory.
There is a provision in Industrial Investment Promotion Policy 2016, which promotes the MSME
clusters and establishment of Common Facility Centres (CFC) to facilitate those clusters. There
are several existing and potential MSME clusters in the state which are supported by the
government. Honey Bee Farmers also demand one such cluster in the region which will bring them
under the umbrella of Cluster Promotion Programme and will get them visibility in the state. The
policy assumes that the cluster actors are technologically poor and there is a dire need of
technology and skill upgradation in these clusters. In order to promote the cluster, the GoB had
launched a special scheme named Chief Minister MSME Cluster Development Scheme in the year
2013. The Government would strive to implement this scheme effectively during the current policy
period. The State Government would also extend all necessary support to such clusters of
industries under the relevant schemes of Government of India viz Micro and Small EnterprisesPage 35 of 100

Cluster Development Programme of Ministry of MSME and Industrial Infrastructure Upgradation
Scheme of Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Government of India. (Department of
Industries, Government of Bihar, 2016)
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis of Honey:
Honey production in the district is known for its different flavours. There are big as well as small
honey producers. Since Muzaffarpur is famous for its unique variety of honey, there are less
competitors in the market to compete with the quality (color and taste) of honey. There are some
players who process their produce by themselves and others simply sell their raw produce to the
middlemen involved in the chain who then supply it to big companies. So within the district there
was not found much rivalry among the producers. Khadi & Village Industries Commission’s
district level units known as Khadi Gramodyog, have setup their processing plants in the district.
These industries charge Rs. 7 per kg for processing honey and more often than not, they buy honey,
process and package it and directly sell it to wholesalers and retailers. There is threat of new
processing units in the district for existing players, but for the district as a whole, it would
positively affect the economic growth.
SWOT Analysis of Honey:
Table 4.11 - SWOT Analysis of Honey










Strengths
Place is known for varieties of honey
flavours (such as Litchi, Mango etc)
Availability of manpower with requisite
skills, knowledge and experience in
process of production
Win-win scenario for farmers – Honey
production will work as an alternate
livelihood generation, and productivity of
farms increases
Good quality, pure honey with no
chemicals/ preservatives added
Institutional Support (KVIC, Khadi
Gramodyog have set up their processing
units)
Presence of sector specific institution of
excellence (such as Rajendra Agriculture
University)
Opportunities
Technology upgradation - Setting up CFC
with latest technology












Weakness
Lack of awareness about benefits of
honey production
Issues related to identity
No cluster available in the district
Lack of safe seasonal transportation
facilities
Very less entrepreneurial initiatives
Less number of processing units
Producers get paid very low price for their
produce

Threats
New entrants coming up in market
High competition
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Cluster formation needs to be done in

order to reduce the cost of production and
increase the productivity and hence
bargaining power of producers
More and newer processing units can be
set up once cluster is formed
A good marketing strategy of the honey
could significantly improve productivity
of farms through cross pollination by
honey bees
Various processing products can be made
and supplied
Organic pure honey in different flavours is
available

Brand loyalty of end consumers

Conclusion:
Production of honey requires a lot of labour and patience. Muzaffarpur is famous for the flavours
of its honey. An enormous potential in the industry could be seen with surging demand for pure,
organic and good quality honey for its medicinal attributes. Though, honey producers are facing a
lot of challenges, still they are optimistic and patient enough to envisage a growth potential in their
product. Suggested issues need to be addressed immediately in order to see a positive growth of
the industry and make it a more profitable livelihood option to retain the honey producers in the
business. Spreading awareness, creating a cluster of honey producers, more processing plants,
better marketing of the processed products and introduction of e-commerce players would
encourage them to perform better through a healthy competitive environment.

4.5 DAIRY:
Milk is one of the most important food product of the state with an average production of 79.172
lakh tonnes/ day, and this presents a sizeable processing opportunity. There is a big industry in the
district which serves a large customer base of urban populace while the rural population still
depends on fresh milk directly provided by livestock owners i.e. milk producers. For a holistic
economic growth of district, promotion of livestock rearing practices and setting up of new milk
processing units will play a crucial role. There are only two milk processing units. First, the biggest
one, is a government co-operative and the other one is privately owned milk processing unit.
(Finance Department, GoB, 2017)
Initiating a new dairy industry becomes a challenge for the entrepreneur as there are barriers in
form of formalities to be fulfilled. Entrepreneurs are made to run from one department to another
to fulfil the prerequisites of setting up a new plant. Hence people on the ground suggested to have
a one-stop-solution for all such issues. Single window clearance system in place would make the
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process much easier and new entrants would be able to easily come up with latest technological
interventions and hence provoking others for healthy competitive environment. Land conversion
is also a challenge for setting up a new industry. When a government wants to promote industrial
culture in its state, it should first ease the norms of running an existing business or setting up a new
plant. New businesses should be given the lands to set up their plant and the closed or sick units
should be warned of not performing good.
Not only the milk processing industries, but development of available livestock base with the
farmers should also be matter of concern. High yield breeds should be promoted, livestock
healthcare clinics on wheel can be introduced and effective management of livestock need to be
promoted in villages for maintaining healthy livestock rearing culture. This will improve
productivity of the breeds and hence income of the farmers. Animal feed industry need to be
promoted in the region. A good quality protein rich feed at a reduced price would reduce the cost
of milk production. Subsidies in setting of such plants need to be given.
Capacity building workshops by department of animal husbandry need to be organized for
livestock rearing community and for farmers as well. Awareness campaigns through a dedicated
livestock awareness day once in a fortnight could be organized. At the village level, as the quality
of finished products depend on the quality of raw materials, apart from processing, packing and
handling. Farmers should be encouraged to produce clean milk by maintaining hygiene at their
doorsteps. Incentives may be given to them through dairy cooperatives for hygienically better
quality milk
Policy Support: These are the category of units which can and cannot be taken into priority sector:
(a) Milk processing units with installed capacities of more than 50 thousands litres per day shall
be considered as priority sector units
(b) Units for manufacturing pasteurized milk, milk powder, ice cream powder, condensed milk,
infant food, milk cream, butter, butter milk, lassi, yogurt, cheese, ghee, khoya, ice-cream, kulfi,
flavoured milk and other dairy products.
(c) Units that manufacture products out of milk powder imported from other states or countries
shall not be considered under the priority sector. Only products manufactured from milk procured
or milk powder manufactured by another unit within the state shall be considered under the priority
sector.
Note: For consideration under the priority sector, procurement of milk by the units shall not be
carried out in areas where dairy co-operatives formed by COMFED are already in operation.
(Department of Industries, Government of Bihar, 2016)
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Porter’s Five Forces Analysis of Dairy:
Although new players are emerging in the district, there have been observed monopoly of one
dairy. Market demand is always higher than the quantity supplied, and hence the suppliers have
less to compromise. Countryside population depends on the fresh milk supplied by the farmers
whereas the packaged milk serves the needs of cities and towns. Buyers can choose either the milk
sold by hawkers which is for limited hours of the day or they can go for packaged milk which is
available whole day in dairies and other shops. Any new entrant in the industry has to face strong
competition with the existing star performer of the industry. Customers are loyal to the only big
supplier of milk in the region as it has been serving people’s need for years.
SWOT Analysis of Dairy:
Table 4.12 - SWOT Analysis of Dairy
Strength





Weakness

Muzaffarpur is the highest producer of
Milk after Gaya, Patna and east west
Champaran
Fast growing District Economy
Muzaffarpur indicates the strong potential
of the district in this sector
Priority sector in state industrial policy2016









Opportunities







Constantly rising milk prices, increasing
demand of milk and milk products,
increasing population with increasing
income and changing lifestyles of
consumers.
Product Diversification such as cheese,
butter, butter milk, curd etc.
Implementation of the home delivery
Scope of Entrepreneurship in area of dairy
farming
Presently, significant proportion of milk
produced is sourced from unorganized
sector, which requires proper
channelization.






Large unorganised Milk producer
Policy of state govt. discourages new
investment,
weak livestock rearing practices
Poor livestock health infrastructure
Lack of credit facility
Unavailability of high yield milching
animal
Poor skill level of livestock rearing
community
Threat
Entry of outside players
Unhygienic practices by farmers at farm
Lack of awareness of the quality milk,
which is the main reason, that customer
move toward vendors.
Rising cost of feed and fodder
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Animal feed industry

Conclusion:
Dairy industry of Muzaffarpur has immense scope to flourish provided that the market is open for
everyone who wishes to invest in the industry. An economy thrives in a healthy competitive
environment with just regulations by the government. Reducing the burden related to paper work
required to be done to set up an industry is need of the day not only for dairy but for other industries
as well. A healthy livestock rearing practice need to be promoted for better quality milk production
by farmers. Therefore, to flourish the industry a holistic approach backed by policies need to be
developed by the department of animal husbandry and all possible support need to be extended to
farmers and investors.
4.6 FISHERIES:
The district is encircled by rivers such as the Burhi Gandak, Bagmati, Gandak, Lakhandei, Baya,
etc. The total area covered by ponds and tanks under Government sector is approximately 220
hectares whereas under private sector its area is nearly 100 hectares. The Government sector
Jalkarsare settled with the Fishermen’s Co-operative Societies functioning in every block of the
district. Presently the Fisheries Department of the State Government is able to cater only 25 percent
to 40 per cent of the total demand of the fish of the district.
The state has a total water area of 10,71,000 hectares or 26,77,000 acres. This includes ponds
(95,000 hectares), oxbow lake (9,000 hectares), reservoirs (26,000 hectares) and wetland (9.41
lakh hectares). The total river length in the state is approximately 3,200 km. The huge water wealth
of the state presents gainful opportunity for fresh fish processing facilities/units. In 2014-15, the
average fish production in the State from various water bodies was 5 lakh tonnes/annum. (Task
Force, 2008)
According to Bihar Statistical Book 2016, district Muzaffarpur had a target of 24.124 TMT
(thousand metric tonnes) production of fish but the district could achieve only 90.16% of the target
by producing 21.75 TMT of fish securing 22nd rank in the state. Whereas overall production
achievement of the state was 80% of the given target of 630 TMT.
Similarly, the annual fish seed demand of the State is over 800 million while the present production
is about 450 million only. The State Govt. has decided to make Bihar a fish and fish seed surplus
State through sustainable enhancement in production and productivity during the 12th Five Year
Plan. The main objective is to increase the present annual fish production from 1000 kg/ha. to
4000-5000 kg/ha. In the 11th Five Year Plan (2007-12) the target of fish and seed production was
4.5 lakh tones and 600 million respectively. It is expected that the annual fish and seed production
will be around 4.50 lakh tones and 450 million respectively. The projected outlay for the eleventh
Five Year Plan for the fisheries sector was Rs. 10512.75 lakh out of which the actual expenditure
is Rs. 7438.69 lakh only. (Hoda, Rajkhowa, & Gulati, 2017)
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District Muzaffarpur secures 11th rank in the state in production of fish seed (fingerling) by
achieving 85.75% (220 lakhs) of the target 256.56 lakhs. Whereas the total achievement by the
state was merely 58.10% of the total target (6700 lakhs). (Directorate of Economics and Statistics,
Department of Planning and Development, Patna, Bihar, 2016)
Department has trained 325 fish farmers from the district whereas a total number of registered fish
farmers is much higher i.e. 4,546 in Muzaffarpur. These variables place the district at 8th and 9th
position respectively in the state.
The fisheries sector has a huge scope in terms of availability of market but it had not been able to
contribute much to the district economy and that the growth rate has also been zig-zag in nature.
Porter’s Five Forces Analysis of Fisheries:
Fisheries industry of Muzaffarpur has witnessed an increasing demand of fish while the production
of fish in the district has, more or less, been consistent, thereby providing enough scope for the
industry to grow. There are very less number of big fish farmers in the district who contribute in
majority of fish production by the region. Since there is less production of fish than the
consumption, district has to bring fish from other states like Andhra Pradesh. So there is very less
possibility of internal rivalry among the fish farmers in the district. These farmers simply buy fish
from places of their convenience and focus more on the fulfilling the demand of their customers.
Also, the buyers have developed a social association with the sellers and they do not want to change
the sellers every time.
There is also a fish feed manufacturing industry in the industrial area of the district, which almost
fulfills the demand of fish farmers. There is no substitute to fish as such in the district. People are
broadly divided in vegetarian and non-vegetarian categories. Most of the non-vegetarian people
consume fish if available, otherwise they are okay with other non-veg items like chicken and
mutton. So a strong rivalry has not been observed in the district within the industry. Cost of
changing the buyer cannot be calculated in financial terms as it is mostly driven by social relations
of buyers and customers which proves customers to be loyal to their respective sellers.
SWOT Analysis of Fisheries:
Table 4.13 - SWOT Analysis of Fisheries
Strengths




Huge amount of fish production,
fingerling production units.
Muzaffarpur performing better than
average state performance.
Place is surrounded by rivers.

Weakness




Inadequate infrastructure for storage
facility, cold chains etc. Current
technology needs to be upgraded.
Absence of processing units
Absence of organized market facility
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Traditional knowledge and skills
Low investment required to start business
Huge market available in the region
Potential buyers/restaurants
Fishery and aquaculture is a priority
sector.
Less labour intensive than other agriculture
production
Priority sector for government
Opportunities








Introduction of new varieties.

Demand based production required

Storage can improve the quantity and
quality of fish production

Skill development sessions for fisherfolks followed by follow up programme
Processing unit establishment: ready-toeat products
Creation of self-help groups of fisherfolks to alleviate financial crunch
Creation of aqua culture zones
Help in creation of women fish selling
groups
Natural
fisheries
resources
are
underutilized

Lack of dedicated fishing research
units/aqua labs.
Low entry of youth in this sector
Lack in production of aquarium fish.
Lack of skill, information and awareness
for quality fish production. Low
awareness about medicinal benefits from
fisheries.
Unavailability of high demand varieties
Threats
Extreme weather (Floods and Drought)
Conditions – Climate change
Increase in the pollution of water
Fish related diseases not known by
producers

Conclusion:
Fisheries, being one of the predominant agricultural subsector in the district, has lot of growth
potential in the region. Fishery and fishery related industries like fish feed plants are the priority
sector interventions and need to be promoted through government support. Skill development,
better infrastructural services, inclusion of women and youth, and establishing a fish processing
plant to produce ready-to-eat fish products are some proposed interventions which would help the
people and the economy thrive.
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Chapter 5
Recommendations
Based on our observation on ground and data available from secondary sources, the challenges can
be broadly categorized under categories: Infrastructure, Finance, Skill Development and Capacity
Building and Administrative. These challenges, in some way or the other are working as
bottlenecks in the industrial development of the district resulting in reduced economic growth.
The selected product-wise specific challenges and suggested interventions to overcome those
challenges are as follows:
5.1

LITCHI

The rising income and changing life style in the cities as well as rural Bihar resulted in changed
consumption pattern towards processed food. Therefore, the state offers a substantial opportunity
for the food processing industry and is expected to play a leading role in the industrialization drive
of this state. The state is well known in India and in international markets for its litchi produce,
which presents a potential opportunity to set up units for litchi pulp, juice, pulp slab, nectar, jam,
jelly, etc.
Muzaffarpur has been known for its Shahi Litchi since ages. Litchi cultivation and processing it to
make different edible products out of it have been one of the livelihoods of Muzaffarpur farmers.
A significant number of people are engaged in the supply chain of litchi right from its inception in
the orchards to processing and supplying it to the end consumers of the processed food items.
But, it has been observed that over the last five years, the total production as well as the
productivity of the district in terms of production per unit area (of land used for litchi farming) has
been declining. This is a serious concern because litchi has not just been a source of earning but
also a product of pride for people of Muzaffarpur.
During our field visit, we observed some challenges that the litchi farmers and litchi processing
industries have been facing and the interventions required. These are as follows:

5.1.1 Infrastructure:
Storage of litchi has been a challenge for producers as well as the litchi processing industries as it
requires very cold temperature to be maintained. After harvest, litchi perishes rapidly. At room
temperatures of 20°-30°C, it loses its bright red colour and the pericarp starts browning within 24
hrs of harvest. Further, the harvest season of litchi is very short, hardly over a month between May
to June end. To maintain the quality and avoid periods of over-supply, fruits should be stored
properly. Refrigeration and moisture-resistant packing help to maintain fruit quality. However,
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these could not control fruit decay and loss of colour. At 3°- 4°C and relative humidity of 80 to 85
per cent, fruits could be stored in a normal condition for 4 weeks. By Sulphur treatment the storage
life of litchi can be prolonged.
It becomes too costly for farmers to maintain the cold chain of litchi as it perishes rapidly. Hence
the pre-harvest contractors (PHCs) play a pivotal role to safeguard the produce and supply it to the
processing industry. These PHCs, hence, have a better bargaining power resulting in farmers
getting low price for their produce. At times, if the post-harvest process gets delayed even for one
or two days, the price which they get is even lower.
Therefore, a deep-cold storage facility is required in the region to maintain the quality of ripe fruits.
This way farmers would be able to store their produce for a longer period of time and thus getting
good prices of their produce whenever required. It also increases the bargaining power of the
farmers. The Policy also supports all kinds of Fruit and Vegetable processing units (including units
for manufacturing dehydrated and frozen F&V items using Individually Quick Frozen/Blast
Freezer/Spiral Freezer, etc.) under priority sectors. Multiple cold storage facilities/infrastructure
including pre-cooling chambers, ripening chambers, cold rooms, deep freezers, bulk chillers, etc.
including cold chain logistic arrangements are also suggested in the policy.
5.1.2 Finance:
Unavailability of credit facility for small and marginal farmers and processing units becomes an
issue when it comes to investing in orchards and processing industries. Such credit facilities are
required to motivate these entrepreneurs to invest in business and its unavailability discourages
the farmers and industrialists. Despite the provision of subsidy, its disbursal has been low to nil.
Setting up of production unit requires large capital and with banks’ apprehensions about growing
NPAs availability of credit facility often becomes challenging.
MUDRA (Micro Units Development and Refinance Agency) like micro loaning schemes should
be penetrated more in such industries. Banks and Bankers Association with the help of District
Administration can propel the growth by fulfilling bare minimum credit requirements of industries.
Bihar Industrial Investment Promotion policies which are already existing to promote investors
and businessmen should be implemented and monitored properly on ground. Concerned
Departments and District Administration should take the responsibility to ensure proper
implementation of the policy. Initial support to the investors is highly required as it not only
financially helps people set up a good infrastructure but also motivates them to do better in the
process
5.1.3 Capacity Building/Skill Development:
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1. The productivity of litchi farm has been declining over the years which is a serious concern
for litchi led economy. National Litchi Research Centre is situated in the district which can
help in improving the productivity of litchi orchards and train farmers to engage in efficient
production process by providing technical inputs required.
2. Further, farmers should not limit themselves to the production process only, rather they
must work in groups (like Farmer Producer Organizations) towards processing of their
produce and marketing them in local and outside markets. Department of Agriculture and
Cooperation under Ministry of Agriculture has framed policies specially to promote Farmer
Producer Organizations and has given guidelines for the same. (Dept. of Agriculture and
Cooperation, 2013)
3. Training farmers and industry owners for attractive packaging of the processed products
and make them more marketable would also help them fetch better prices. Indian Institute
of Packaging, Calcutta can be a potential training partner in providing training on
packaging across the sectors.
4. Introduction of e-commerce players like Big Basket and Amazon would play a crucial role
in terms of people getting fair price of their produce. For this, people need to be trained in
business handling tactics. District Industries Centre (DIC) and other concerned
departments should train people in value chain for product diversification and they need to
know what else can be made out of litchi from around the world.
5.1.4 Administrative:
State government policies promoting investment in Bihar need to be implemented proactively.
Select Industries entitled to subsidies and other supports provided by the government have reported
frustration due to procedural delays in receiving them and in certain cases denied having received
them. This has also resulted in blockage of big amount of financial capital by the investor. Policy
implementing agencies should proactively identify the industries eligible for policy benefits and a
monitoring mechanism is needed to keep a check on the same.
Government departments need to work in coordination for holistic growth of the industries. Interdepartmental communication need to be smoother in order to enhance the efficient implementation
of schemes. Benefits to eligible players should not get delayed.
Specifically, these interventions could be summarized in bullets as follows:
Local farmers and their orchards in the villages of Muzaffarpur district were visited and the current
scenario of Litchi production, processing, transportation etc. were discussed. A meeting with a
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scientist from ICAR-National Research Centre for Litchi was also held in order to know the
technical support which is required to address the issue of diminishing trend in litchi production.
i.

Production preparations
a. Since 60-70% orchards are old introducing trainings on orchard management practices is
the need of the day (Proper nourishment of the old orchards). Earlier efforts at introducing
modern management practices have been resisted by the farmers, intensive effort through
one on one interaction is required.
b. Most of the big farms are leased by the middlemen for 2-5 years. They have more interest
in the fruit rather than adoption of sustainable orchard practices resulting in poor care of
plants and reduced production of Litchi.
c. Database of framers with large orchards and the middlemen who take them on lease should
be prepared for focused intervention on Litchi production. Training middlemen will yield
better result on orchard management.
d. Canopy management practices need to be introduced and farmers need to be trained
e. Training (on continuous rotational basis in all the blocks) in the process of production,
handling of orchards as well as the produce, grading the produce, sorting it, packing it etc.
f. Pre-bearing/bearing/post-bearing management practices need to be improved
g. Productivity of the orchards need to be increased which currently one third of its capacity

ii.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Minimizing Post-Harvest Losses
Need of pack houses in order to retain quality for a longer duration
Special focus on post-harvest management practices
A common facility centre is required to provide technical support to farmers and industries
Value added products should be extensively tried like, Kishmish is made of grapes, litchi
nuts, ready to eat products, litchi achaar, litchi wine etc…something in that line need to be
explored
Transport facility to send litchi to other states (functional airport facility with freight
carriers would help farmers fetching good price)

e.

iii. Institutional Support
a. Horticulture department to organize training programmes in collaboration with diverse
agencies like IIP for Packaging, ICAR-NRCL for technical support in process of
production etc.
b. District administration need to sort out the transportation issue (making airport functional
could be one of the steps)
c. Credit and Insurance facility from banks
5.2

LAC BANGLES

Lac industry in the district has also been facing several issues categorized under Infrastructural,
Financial, Capacity building and Administrative. Training programmes have been organized in
past by MSME in coordination with a local NGO (Creation Welfare Society) on improvement of
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designs and packaging. Efforts have been also made to formation of cluster and setting up of a
Common Facility Centre (CFC) but the absence of such agency was witnessed on ground.
Following measures were recommended by lac manufacturer for the growth of this sector:
5.2.1 Infrastructure:
The lac bangles are manufactured by household level industries set up in individual houses. These
industries come under micro category. Since people are doing it in their houses itself, there is
always lack of space to keep everything in one place. Storage of raw material, production unit and
storing the finished product uses up a lot of space. Therefore, people engaged in such industries
have been manufacturing lac bangles for a very long time and still have not been able to expand
their business. Also there have been observed fluctuation in the prices of raw material i.e. lac. So
people have to spend their savings in just running the business.
Looking at the issues related to price fluctuation of raw materials and storage facility, Department
of MSME have suggested to set up a raw material bank which would minimize the effect of price
fluctuation. We also need a warehouse facility within the cluster in order to enhance the capability
of manufacturers to expand their business.
The current industrial policy adequately recognizes the importance of the development of the
MSME clusters; therefore, intends to promote them. There are several existing and potential
MSME clusters in the state. A lac bangles cluster, situated in Rampur Bakhari village of
Muzaffarpur, is also one of them. There are hardly any existing, new or potential clusters have
adequate facilities. Primarily, in terms of Common Facility Centre (CFC). The cluster actors are
also technologically poor and there is an urgent need of technology and skill upgradation in these
clusters. To promote these clusters the Government of Bihar had launched a special scheme named
“Chief Minister MSME Cluster Development Scheme” in the year 2013. The Government has been
trying to implement this scheme effectively during the current policy period (Micro,Small and
Medium Enterprises - Development Institute, 2013).
The State Government is also striving to extend all necessary support to a cluster of industries
under the relevant schemes of Government of India like Micro and Small Enterprises - Cluster
Development Programme of Ministry of MSME and Industrial Infrastructure Upgradation Scheme
of Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Government of India.
5.2.2 Finance:
Small businesses like lac manufacturers of Muzaffarpur have not been able to grow for decades.
Lack of financial support system is being cited as one of critical reasons. Lac manufacturers need
capital to invest in machinery, raw materials, production process, manpower and the space to grow
their business. There are credit facilities (like MUDRA scheme) but access to banks and winning
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its trust becomes crucial when it comes to loaning a poor and marginal lac manufacturer. Besides,
high NPAs are a big deterrent for banks in disbursing the loans.
5.2.3 Capacity Building:
There is perceptible difference between lac bangles from Jaipur and Muzaffarpur. Quality and
packaging of bangles needs to be scaled up. This can be done by involving National Institute of
Design (NID) and Indian Institute of Packaging. Further, bangles manufacturer from Jaipur can be
called for training.
Capacity Building of manufacturers is required for better and newer designs of bangles and making
the production process efficient by bringing in latest technology. Attractive Packaging and
Effective Branding Strategy would increase the profitability. Collaboration with institutions such
Indian Institute of Packaging could be instrumental in capacity building and other required support.
Lac workers should be trained in marketing their produce at fair prices. Manufacturer of Lac
bangles need to be trained in marketing lac products, cover the area unpenetrated, find new
potential markets. Locally produced products like Honey, Lac Bangles, Mango, Litchi etc. need
visibility and product positioning. Departmental Stores and Big Bazar like super markets could be
engaged to provide better price to producers. Effective linkages (backward and forward) will be
very crucial for the push required by this industry.
Specifically, these interventions could be summarized in bullets as follows:
Training programmes have been organized in past by MSME in coordination with a local NGO
(Creation Welfare Society) on improvement of designs and packaging. Efforts have been also
made to formation of cluster and setting up of a Common Facility Centre (CFC) but the absence
of such agency was witnessed on ground.
Following measures were recommended by lac manufacturer for the growth of this sector:
a. Process of cluster formation was initiated but it could not be completed. Inability to work
as cooperatives, unavailability of land for creation of common facility centre (CFC) was
cited as a major challenge towards this. District cooperative officer needs to be involved
by DIC/appropriate agency for creation and sustenance of cooperatives. Awareness and
education will help address the trust deficit, one of the major impediments, among lac
manufacturers besides cultivating a culture of cooperative. Dairy cooperatives in
Muzaffarpur can be used as an example of making cooperatives work.
b. Set up a raw material bank. Cooperative owned raw material agency was also promulgated
for easy availability at reduced cost.
c. Setting up of Common Facility Centres with state of the art facilities / Common
manufacturing unit. District Industrial Centre (DIC) with the help of district administration
should facilitate in providing land for CFC.
d. Warehousing facility
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e. A common marketplace
f. Coordination with Jaipur MSME for training to manufacture better and finer quality
products
g. Training in marketing (like which color to manufacture in which season) and packaging of
the product (trainings in process of manufacturing have been fruitful)
h. Initial capital/Credit facility for all registered units
i. Better transport infrastructure
j. There is perceptible difference between lac bangles from Jaipur and Muzaffarpur. Quality
and packaging of bangles needs to be scaled up. This can be done by involving National
Institute of Design (NID) and Indian Institute of Packaging. Further, bangles manufacturer
from Jaipur can be called for training.
k. Bhagalpur Market needs to be explored which has been witnessed as a good market of lac
bangles and has been trading it successfully over the last few years.
MSME - Development Institute, Muzaffarpur is an institute of excellence aimed at providing
assistance for the promotion and Development of Micro, Small and Medium Scale Industries in
the state of Bihar (especially North Bihar). However, the institute has not been able to furnish its
responsibilities owing acute shortage of manpower. They reported operating at 25% of their
sanctioned strength. Besides, absence of regular institutional head and absence of yearly
performance targets severely retards its functioning. MSME-DI’s role is critical in the economic
growth of Muzaffarpur and it must have the requisite manpower for effective functioning.
5.3

READYMADE GARMENT

Trading of readymade garments is one of the highly valued businesses of Muzaffarpur. Garment
traders of this district bring finished garments from cities like, Mumbai, Surat, Ahmedabad,
Hyderabad and Calcutta and supply it to whole of north Bihar, Assam, Sikkim, Uttar Pradesh and
some part of Nepal.
Despite serving a large customer base from Northern part of India to North-Eastern region, traders
see a lot of potential in the Industry. The traders are now mainly concerned about making the
industry more efficient by elimination the overhead costs incurred in diverse set of activities. Some
of these challenges and suggested interventions to overcome those challenges are as follows:
5.3.1 Smooth Transportation:
Unnecessary delay in transportation through railway becomes major challenge. Railway’s
competitive freight charges makes it a natural choice for the traders but the procedural hassle and
unnecessary delays adversely affect the business. These delays affect the process financially
wasting significant time of wholesalers. This delay not only affects the existing traders but also
discourages other investors to set up their business in the district. An exclusive location (yard) at
Muzaffarpur/nearby railway station would address this challenge. Moreover, an exclusive freight
corridor once prepared should curb the unnecessary delays.
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5.3.2 One-stop Solution:
Single window clearance mechanism (a one-stop solution) as envisaged in ‘ways forward’ section
of Bihar Industrial Investment Promotion Policy 2016, was proposed by local traders during the
meeting. In their opinion the currently either such system is non-existent or non-functional.
Digitization of administrative for running an existing business or setting up a new unit in order to
encourage more investors.
“Sarkar subsidy deti hai
to bandar baant ho jata
hai, Ya to sarkar system ko
transparent banaye ya phir
wohi sahayata kisi aur
tareeke se de de.”

“Vyapari mufat mein
dhandha kabhi nahi karna
chahta, lekin sarkar
humari aur bhi dikkaton ko
dur kar sakti hai”

5.3.3 Airport:
During our meetings with the district administration and traders
who are members of North Bihar Chamber of Commerce and
Industries (NBCCI), it was suggested that in order to boost the
growth of the district, it has become extremely important that the
district has a functional airport. It was opined that traders of
Muzaffarpur (who are frequent travelers to distant places) have to
travel all the way to Patna for flight journeys which is time
consuming and unpredictable. Availability of air travel facility to
and from the district would also encourage other investors to invest
in the district.

5.3.4 Administrative:
Readymade garment industries are entitled to some subsidies
…
proposed by the industrial policy 2016. But one of the garment
traders of Muzaffarpur stated, “Either there should be
NBCCI Representative
transparency in implementation of the existing schemes related to
subsidies, or there should not be any subsidy at all. Instead, the
help could be provided in other forms like reduced rate of electricity for industries, providing
interest free loans to them for a few years etc.”
5.3.5 Stitching Plant:
Adequate skilled manpower is available in the district for garment industry but organizing and
engaging them in productive activities becomes a challenge. Notwithstanding the climatic
conditions of textile manufacturing, stitching plant can be set up to utilize the skilled work force
in those plants. This way, migration of skilled labour force can be controlled as well as people
would be an alternate livelihood of their choice.
5.4

HONEY

During our meeting with some of the honey producers on ground we came across several issues
which prevent the growth of the industry in the region. These suggestions are as follows:
5.4.1 Fair Price Mandis:
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There is a dire need of a system like fair price mandis as the producers are not able to fetch fair
price of their produce. People suggested that a ‘minimum support price’ concept which are there
in galla mandis can be replicated for honey as well. This fair pricing system will guarantee us at
least a fair pricing for our produce.
Their exploitation by the middlemen involved in the supply chain of the produce can be felt by
listening to the statements made by one of the producers, “Inn bichauliyon ke karan kabhi kabhi
toh hum apni lagat bhi nahi nikaal paate” (Because of middlemen’s engagement in honey market,
we hardly get the money back we invest in the process of production). “Ye bichauliye humse
shuddh shahad 80 rupaye prati kg mein le kar 200 se 300 rupaye prati kg tak bech lete hain” (We
have to sell pure honey at a price of Rs. 80 per kg while the middlemen sell it further to big
companies at a price of Rs. 200 to 300 per kg.)
5.4.2 Honey Cluster Formation:
There should be cluster of 20 – 25 farmers who are willing in
apiculture. When such group is made, the cost per unit incurred
in the production reduces significantly and simultaneously we
also have bargaining power as a group. “If we, as a cluster, are
able to produce sufficiently, we can think of setting up a honey
processing unit and enhance our profits by eliminating
middlemen”, stated by a honey producer.
5.4.3 Warehouse:
Government can help honey farmers in procuring the raw honey
by providing warehousing facility to them so as to keep their
produce safe and sell it out when market prices fetch them good
profit. “Jagah ke abhav mein humein apna shahad kam daam
mein bechna padta hai” (Currently we have to sell out our
produce at any price decided by the informal markets i.e.
middlemen).
5.4.4 Training & Promotion of Apiculture:

“Shahad toh prakriti ka
adbhut utpad hai jo hazar
rogon ki ek dawa ka kaam
karta hai”.
“Ye bichauliye humse
shuddh shahad 80 rupaye
prati kg mein le kar 200 se
300 rupaye prati kg tak
bech lete hain”
“Jagah ke abhav mein
humein apna shahad kam
daam mein bechna padta
hai”
…
Vijay Kumar, A Honey
Producer

Since apiculture is a win – win game for the farmers, government should promote apiculture
through various means. There can be awareness programmes organized by the Department of
Horticulture. Competition among producer’s groups can be organized and winners can be accorded
with attractive prizes. It can fetch farmers profit in a season when their crops are not performing
well. Keeping honeybees in and around farms and orchards increase the productivity of the farm
as well as the quality of the honey produced. Khadi & Village Industries Commission should take
up “Sweet Revolution” as a mission mode project and bring in support from research institutes
like Central Bee Research and Training Institute, Pune.
5.4.5 Credit Facilities:
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Since it requires initial investment for setting up boxes for the farm, government should also help
us getting initial credit facilities from banks.
Specifically, these interventions could be summarized in bullets as follows:
Honey beekeepers are quite optimistic and convinced that their product has tremendous potential.
Despite producing good quality and different variety of honey they are unable to get the price it
deserves. The specific intervention to encourage honey growers are as follows;
a. Direct accessibility to market / market outreach and elimination of middlemen will fetch
fair price.
b. Seed capital / credit facility by identifying the genuine honey beekeepers and monitoring
the progress. Database of those defaulted on earlier scheme will help identify such
beekeepers besides rectifying implementation issues, if any.
c. Government intervention for common marketplace and minimum support price (like
APMC in case of agriculture)
d. KVIC, Dept. of Horticulture with MSME need to actively engage in cluster formation with
Common Facility Centre, Warehousing facility and Processing Unit in it. A platform for
the convergence of concerned department is essential for implementation.
e. Skill development in marketing the produce effectively
f. Insurance facility of produce like it’s done in agriculture through Crop Insurance Scheme
g. Promotion of the sector by departments. Awareness and education programme can be
organized simultaneously.
The market for wide range of honey (such as Litchi, drumstick, mango, mustard etc.) is unknown.
Possibility of different types of processed products (diverse range of products using honey) can be
explored.
5.4.6 Identity:
One of the producers told that honey producers like him face challenges related to their identity
mainly when there is inter-state transportation of boxes. Police of various States and police stations
do not let them pass without charging money. So he proposed that if honey producers could be
issued identity card from the side of State Government or from Department of Horticulture itself
as honey producers, their overhead cost would be reduced.

5.5

DAIRY

There are only two dairy industries present in the district. One is spread across the state whilst the
other has a limited presence and is a privately owned industry. Some issues which have been
observed related to dairy industry are as follows:
5.5.1 Ease of doing business
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Initiating a new dairy industry becomes a challenge for the entrepreneur as there are barriers in
form of formalities to be fulfilled. Entrepreneurs are made to run from one department to another
to fulfil the prerequisites of setting up a new plant. Hence people on the ground suggested to have
a one-stop-solution for all such issues. Single window clearance system in place would make the
process much easier and new entrants would be able to easily come up with latest technological
interventions and hence provoking others for healthy competitive environment.
Land conversion is also a challenge for setting up a new industry. When a government wants to
promote industrial culture in its state, it should first ease the norms of running an existing business
or setting up a new plant. Land may be allotted to new ventures subject availability. BIADA land
should be reclaimed from closed or sick units as provisioned in the industrial policy.
5.5.2 Development of Livestock Base
Development of available livestock base with the farmers should be taken up on priority. High
yield breeds should be promoted, livestock healthcare clinics on wheel can be introduced and
effective management of livestock need to be promoted in villages for maintaining healthy
livestock rearing culture. This will improve productivity of the breeds and hence income of the
farmers. An updated livestock population record will help in targeted intervention. Department of
animal husbandry must take it up an annual activity.
5.5.3 Ancillary Unit Development
Animal feed industry need to be promoted in the region. A good quality protein rich feed at a
reduced price would reduce the cost of milk production. Subsidies in setting of such plants need
to be given.
5.5.4 Capacity Building of Farmers
Capacity building workshops by department of animal husbandry need to be organized for
livestock rearing community and for farmers as well. Awareness campaigns through a dedicated
livestock awareness day once in a fortnight could be organized. At the village level, as the quality
of finished products depend on the quality of raw materials, apart from processing, packing and
handling. Farmers should be encouraged to produce clean milk by maintaining hygiene at their
doorsteps. Incentives may be given to them through dairy cooperatives for hygienically better
quality milk
Specifically, these interventions could be summarized in bullets as follows:
Dairy unit owners and cooperatives were visited to explore the opportunities in the sector. How
the sector can grow organically to help increase in turnover/profit of industries as well as the
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enhanced income of farmers on ground were some of the aspects explored during the visit. The
interventions to be done are as follows:
a. Education and Awareness programme among farmers enumerating viability of the sector.
Door to door campaign should be launched citing income generation possibilities.
b. Existing government subsidies, absent on ground need, to reach out to people under
responsible leadership and robust monitoring mechanism.
c. Logistics to be ramped up. Transport facility/subsidy of transportation for the dairies to
send their milk to other districts or to collect milk from farther places.
d. Promotion of better milching breeds through livestock markets / Promotion of Artificial
Insemination through subsidies / set up of semen distribution centre of better milching
breeds.
e. A database containing livestock population of the district through livestock census need to
be maintained for identification of beneficiaries as well as milk production capacity of the
district.
f. Better, protein rich subsidized rationing/fodder distribution system for livestock (PDS
could be utilized for distribution of fodder).
g. Awareness campaigns to trigger a shift in people’s behaviour/habit of eating healthy food
and specifically elaborating uniqueness of milk to help eliminate malnourishment
h. Sudha dairy/private dairies (Gama, Amrit etc.) can also help honey industry in marketing
the honey produced by beekeepers
i. Cooperative culture of Sudha can be promoted in other sectors as well
j. The expansion process of dairy need to be fastened in order to cover distant but profitable
areas
k. Animal husbandry department should take initiatives to provide insurance to cattle rearing
farmers
l. More veterinary doctors to be spread across the district for prompt treatment of sick
cattle/to prevent mortality/diseases to spread
m. Cost effective animal health care system. AMUL model presents a case in study.
5.6

FISHERY

Fisheries in the district sees a potential to grow significantly. Some interventions which are
required are as follows:
5.6.1 Infrastructural:
Since the ground water table of the district varies from one place to another, supply of electricity
becomes a necessity to fill up the ponds for quality fish production. So there should be continuous
supply of electricity in summers.
5.6.2 Administrative:
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There are schemes in place which promote fisheries in the district, but due to lack of awareness of
farmers and idleness of government department farmers are not getting the benefits of those
schemes. A proper monitoring system needs to be there in place in order to benefit fish farmers
from schemes. Department of Fisheries should proactively follow push approach to penetrate the
existing schemes providing subsidies to fish farmers to encourage them for fish production. Other
interventions by government like distribution of fishery related equipment to marginal fisher
community could be taken up.
5.6.3 Training and Awareness Programmes:
Training of fish farmers could be done to process the fish and sell
the processed fish in the existing market. Awareness campaigns
should be organized to make people aware of medicinal and
nutrition importance of fish. More and more people should do fish
farming as it is more profitable than crop farming. There is a need
to track the trained fish farmers and a robust follow up programme
would be required by the government.
5.6.4 Credit Facilities:
Banks and NBFCs should extend support to fisher communities
in order to promote fisheries in the region. District administration
can help in organizing meetings with bank officials and fishing
communities to figure out solutions to the challenges related to
credit.

“Jab gaon mein bijali hi
nahi rahegi to machhali
palne wale kisan talab
mein pani kaise bhareng”

“Machhali ka vyapar baki
kisani ke dhandhe se jyada
fayademand hai, Sarkar ko
machhali palan ke liye
logon ko utsahit karna
chahiye”
…
One of the fish farmers

5.6.5 Promotion of Locally Grown Fish:
Fish consumers of Bihar prefer locally grown fish varieties more than the foreign ones. Therefore,
efforts need to be made towards promotion of locally grown fish which would be comparatively
easier to grow if taking the climate suitability in picture.
5.6.6 Exhaustive utilization of existing resources:
Natural resources which are under-utilized can be utilized to its true potential in supervision of the
government department.
5.6.7 Ancillary industries:
Setting up of more fish feed manufacturing industry and setting up of fish seed farms would
organically grow all the units. One unit would need and hence feed other in order to sustain itself.
5.6.8 Composite Fish Farming:
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Fish-cum-dairy farming, makhana-cum-fish farming, fish-cum-poultry farming etc. can be done
in composite manner. Other innovations can also be thought through.
Specifically, these interventions could be summarized in bullets as follows:
Fishery being a potential sector has a lot of opportunity to grow in the region. Local fish markets
were explored and discussions with some fish farmers helped us understand the specific
development challenges and specific interventions required to address those challenges in order to
sustainable growth of the sector:
a. Organized fishing culture needed – Strengthening of primary fishermen’s cooperatives and
self-help groups at Panchayat Levels. Effort required at creating small cooperatives instead
of large sized ones.
b. Re-organization of administrative set-up of fisheries at block and panchayat levels
Government ponds can be open for other communities
c. Clustered approach of common interest group and public private partnership approach
required.
d. Insurance facility for fish farmers (like Crop Insurance Facility in Agriculture) will
encourage taking up fish farming.
e. Credit facility for business growth (like KCC for agriculture farmers).
f. Few government ponds can be opened for other communities also for healthy competition.
g. Capacity building of fish farmers in production as well as marketing of fish quite important.
Need to educate farmers to grow fish in uncontaminated water by providing nourished
supplement to spur their growth.
h. Channelization (i.e. formation of sluice gate) of all dead Mauns (impounded water bodies
formed due to meandering of river courses) with Budhi Gandak in order to augment not
only fish production but conservation, restoration and rehabilitation of aquatic biodiversity
as well as ensure availability of water for irrigation of Agricultural crops.
i. Renovation of Eutrophic and Derelict ponds because 30% of government ponds and tanks
are heavily silted and extensively occupied by aquatic macrophytes which is needed to be
renovated with 100% government grant in order to augment fish productivity and
production.
j. Disaster preparedness would help reduce the losses.
In addition to the above suggestion, there is a need for creating an organized marketplace facilitating
fair price for non-agricultural produce such as honey, lac etc. Moreover, aggregators have been
proactively collaborating with farmers and producers of materials such as lac to provide them greater
access to customer fetching reasonable price of their produce. Such experiments are being
undertaken in states like, Maharashtra and Haryana and it needs to be replicated in Muzaffarpur as
well.
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5.7

LEATHER

This sector needs a comprehensive approach for its revival. As there is hardly any traction on the
field, its revival would need a cluster based approach operating as an integrated system. In
particular, issues related to creation of minimum infrastructure such as, common facility centre,
easy availability of working capital, provision for capacity building for better quality and
marketing of product, availability of raw material at economical price.
Department of Industries, Govt. of Bihar informed us about its plans for rejuvenation and
expansion of leather sector. The layout for this is has been developed with reasonable progress.
The process of renovation of closed sheds of leather industry are in pipeline and a Common Facility
Centre cum footwear training institute, aided by Central Footwear Training Institute Agra, is to be
inaugurated soon. A common treatment plant is also being planned to set up in the region to cut
out the transportation cost of the manufacturers which they used to incur in getting the raw leather
processed from Calcutta and other cities. This plant, once gets clarification from the Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB), will start functioning and the industry would hopefully flourish
and contribute significantly in the economic development of the district.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Table for GDDP at Current Prices in Muzaffarpur
GDDP at Current Prices in Muzaffarpur, 2004-05 to 2011-12
Muzaffarpur
(Rs. In Lakhs)
(at current
prices)

Bihar (Rs.
In Lakhs)
At
Current
Prices

Percentage

Muzaffarpur (Rs.
In Lakhs) (at
constant prices)

2004-05

350029

7778116

4.500

350029

7778116

4.500

2005-06

365062

8249020

4.426

341548

7646594

4.467

2006-07

436703

10073714

4.335

390600

8884017

4.397

2007-08

486843

11367995

4.283

408378

9377406

4.355

2008-09

636614

14227912

4.474

489316

10741179

4.556

2009-10

718907

16292294

4.413

519516

11315758

4.591

2010-11

917860

20355499

4.509

609187

13017089

4.680

2011-12

1102406

24326902

4.532

674230

14356008

4.697

Year

Bihar (Rs. In
Lakhs)
At Current
Prices

Percentage

Source: Districts of India (Directorate of Economics and Statistics)

Appendix B
Table for Per Capita Income (GDDP) in Muzaffarpur, (2004-05 to 2011-12)
Per Capita Income (GDDP) in Muzaffarpur, (2004-05 to 2011-12)
Year

Muzaffarpur (Rs.
In Lakhs) (at
current prices)

Bihar (Rs. In
Lakhs)
at current prices

Muzaffarpur
(Rs. In Lakhs) (at
constant prices)

2004-05
8791
8773
8791
2005-06
9029
9149
8448
2006-07
10644
10994
9520
2007-08
11700
12215
9814
2008-09
15094
15060
11602
2009-10
16826
16998
12159
2010-11
21217
20944
14082
2011-12
25183
24696
15402
Source: Districts of India (Directorate of Economics and Statistics)
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Bihar (Rs. In Lakhs)
at current prices

8773
8481
9695
10076
11369
11806
13393
14574

Appendix C
Category-wise number of Workers
Category
Main Workers
Cultivators
Agriculture
Labourer
Household
Industries
Other Workers
Marginal
Workers
Non-Working

Percent of
total
population
Working
18.96
4.14
7.63

Total
Population

Total
Working

Working
Male

Working
Male
Percent

Working
Female

4801062
4801062
4801062

910304
198918
366307

758127
175463
298560

83.28
88.21
81.51

152177
23455
67747

4801062

34933

22062

63.16

12871

Working
Female
Percent

18.49
0.73
6.46
13.27

4801062
4801062

310146
637282

262042
437181

84.49
68.60

48104
200101

67.77

4801062

3253476

1332189

40.95

1921287

Appendix D
Udyog Aadhar Memorandum (UAM) Filed During 18.09.2015 to 31.03.2016
Enterprise
Type
Micro
Small
Medium
Total

16.72
11.79

No. Of
Enterprises

Investment (in
Lakhs)
9619
165
6
9790

Source: Udyog Aadhar Portal, Min. Of MSME, GoI
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18590
6236
5053
29879

Employment
19722
1500
300
21522

36.84
15.51
31.40
59.05

Appendix E
Sector-wise GDDP at Current Prices (Base Year : 2004 -05) in Muzaffarpur District
(Bihar) (2007-2008) (Rs. in Lakh)
Sector

Muzaffarpur

Bihar

117263

3182985

(a) Agriculture

92522

2726970

(b) Forestry and Logging

18265

311829

6476

144186

79

7799

117342

3190784

Manufacturing

23630

621047

(a) Registered

3739

138632

(b) Un-registered

19891

482415

Electricity, Gas and Water Supply

11835

139206

Construction

64014

1156055

Total Secondary

99480

1916308

99559

1924107

64855

3039055

9140

230389

28093

283211

592

9200

7965

140277

28620

352559

34919

684616

Public Administration

34352

643249

Other Services

66955

1341703

Total Tertiary

275490

6724259

Total District Domestic Product

492311

11831351

4161

93068

11831

12713

Primary
Agriculture and Allied

(c) Fishing
Mining and Quarrying
Total Primary
Secondary

Industry (Mining and Quarrying +
Secondary)
Tertiary
Trade, Hotel and Restaurants
Railways
Transport By Other Means
Storage
Communication
Banking and Insurance
Real Estate, Ownership of Dwellings,
Business Services and Legal

Population (In Thousand)
Per Capita Income (In Rupees)
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Appendix F
Table Showing District-wise Fish Production 2015-16 (Thousand Metric Tonne)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Name of District
Bhagalpur
Sheohar
Supaul
Araria
Lakhisarai
Kaimur
Gopalganj
Saharsa
Buxer
Bhojpur
Jehanabad
Patna
Nalanda
Madhepura
Madhubani
Siwan
West Champaran
Munger
Darbhanga
Nawada
Khagaria
Muzaffarpur
Vaisali
Sheikhpura
Saran
Sitamarhi
Aurangabad
Rohtas
Purnia
Begusarai
East Champaran
Gaya
Arwal
Jamui
Katihar

Target
(T.M.T.)

Fish Production
(T.M.T.)

11.49
1.856
10.31
10.723
7.826
9.902
9.213
6.686
6.918
10.096
1.263
15.634
17.837
3.779
53.086
6.426
23.945
10.063
47.188
5.831
20.753
24.124
16.862
3.295
10.949
13.85
8.063
8.077
15.071
27.918
68.337
9.878
2.103
4.214
43.242
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13.6
2.05
10.54
10.85
7.9
9.95
9.25
6.7
6.91
10.05
1.257
15.47
17.61
3.73
51.45
6.21
23.1
9.4
44
5.4
18.9
21.75
15.09
2.93
9.71
12.24
7.02
6.75
12.05
21.76
50.4
6.5
1.369
2.35
23.5

Percentage
target
Achieved
118.3637946
110.4525862
102.2308438
101.18437
100.9455661
100.4847506
100.4016064
100.2093928
99.88435964
99.54437401
99.52494062
98.95100422
98.72736447
98.70336068
96.91820819
96.63865546
96.47107956
93.4115075
93.2440451
92.60847196
91.07117043
90.15917758
89.49116356
88.92261002
88.68389807
88.37545126
87.0643681
83.57063266
79.95488023
77.94254603
73.75214013
65.80279409
65.09747979
55.76649264
54.34531243

36
37
38

Kishanganj
11.595
Banka
20.919
Samastipur
50.677
Total
630
Source: Directorate of Fisheries, Bihar, Patna

6.17
9.89
13.08
506.887

53.21259163
47.27759453
25.81052548
80.45825397

Appendix G
Table Showing District-wise Fish Seed (Fingerling) Production 2015-16
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

District
Sitamarhi
West Champaran
Nalanda
Bhagalpur
Madhepura
Darbhanga
Kaimur
Purnia
Patna
Supaul
Muzaffarpur
Buxer
Kishanganj
Araria
Rohtas
Jehanabad
Saharsa
Khagaria
Aurangabad
Bhojpur
Arwal
Vaisali
Samastipur
Sheikhpura
Sheohar
Saran
Madhubani
Siwan
Nawada
Gopalganj

Target
(Lakh)

Fingerling Production
(Lakh)

147.296
254.653
189.699
122.191
40.187
501.837
105.312
160.283
166.27
109.651
256.56
73.575
123.31
114.037
85.901
13.432
71.107
220.703
85.749
107.373
22.364
179.331
538.95
35.043
19.737
116.444
564.562
68.344
62.011
97.975
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595.76
390
288
182
49.3
499
103
154
154.44
99.98
220
60.5
98
85.51
60
9.2
39
110
42
45
8
64
158
10
5.5
29.04
120
14
12
18.9

Percentage
Achievement
404.46
153.15
151.82
148.95
122.68
99.43
97.80
96.08
92.89
91.18
85.75
82.23
79.47
74.98
69.85
68.49
54.85
49.84
48.98
41.91
35.77
35.69
29.32
28.54
27.87
24.94
21.26
20.48
19.35
19.29

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Jamui
44.813
Katihar
459.871
Lakhisarai
83.225
Munger
107.019
Banka
222.469
East Champaran
726.763
Begusarai
296.902
Gaya
105.051
Total
6700
Source: Directorate of Fisheries, Bihar, Patna

8
72
12.5
10
17
48.1
0.8
0
3892.53

17.85
15.66
15.02
9.34
7.64
6.62
0.27
0.00
58.10

Appendix H
Table Showing District-wise Trained Fish Farmers 2015-16
Rank

District

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Katihar
Purnia
Sitamarhi
West Champaran
Samastipur
Nawada
Patna
Muzaffarpur
Araria
Banka
Madhubani
Rohtas
Supaul
Aurangabad
Darbhanga
Vaisali
East Champaran
Saharsa
Bhagalpur

No of
Trained
Farmers
670
538
501
472
409
352
351
325
314
302
296
252
247
240
233
219
212
200
195
Bihar

Rank
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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District
Siwan
Madhepura
Saran
Khagaria
Arwal
Jamui
Kaimur
Gaya
Begusarai
Lakhisarai
Gopalganj
Nalanda
Buxer
Jehanabad
Bhojpur
Sheohar
Sheikhpura
Kishanganj
Munger

No of Trained
Farmers
183
177
170
167
165
165
163
141
126
118
116
110
109
105
96
87
81
76
60
8743

Appendix I
Table Showing District-wise Registered Fish Farmers 2015-16
Rank

District

1
2
3
4

East Champaran
Samastipur
Sitamarhi
Begusarai
West
Champaran
Madhubani
Bhagalpur
Patna
Muzaffarpur
Khagaria
Katihar
Araria
Siwan
Vaisali
Saran
Purnea
Arwal
Darbhanga
Gaya

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

No of
Registered
Farmers

No of
Registered
Farmers

Rank

District

9634
7190
6449
6189

20
21
22
23

Aurangabad
Supaul
Banka
Kishanganj

2335
2238
1896
1849

5682
5650
4790
4713
4546
4539
3546
3498
3123
3025
2823
2808
2630
2450
2393

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Bhojpur
Jehanabad
Nalanda
Gopalganj
Saharsa
Rohtas
Lakhisarai
Kaimur
Buxer
Madhepura
Munger
Nawada
Sheikhpura
Sheohar
Jamui
Total

1784
1700
1679
1675
1557
1542
1528
1398
1305
1250
1158
1055
544
402
379
112952
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Appendix J
Department and Sector-wise Questionnaire
Sr
.
N
o.

Sectors

District
Industries
Centre
(DIC)

What is the
role of DIC
in
agriculture
sector?

1

Agriculture

What are
major
agro-based
industries
are
available in
the
district?

What
support
does DIC
provide to
these
industries?

What is the
annual
turnover of
agro-based
Industries?
What
prcentage
do agro
based
industries
contribute
in overall
GDP of the
district?

Bihar
Industrial
Area
Developm
ent
Authority
(BIADA)
Does
BIADA
play any
role in
agro
based
Industries
?
What all
agrobased
Industries
are
currently
being
supported
by BIADA?
What
percentag
e of
Industrial
land do
agrobased
industries
share?

What
facilities
do BIADA
provide to
the
Industries
of the
sector?
What
subsidies
do
governme
nt and
BIADA
provide
for setting
up agrobased

MSME

Other
Dept.
(tourism,
horticultur
e,
agriculture,
labour etc.)

North
Bihar
Chamber
of
Commerce
and
Industries

Manufacturer/Tra
ders/Processors/F
armers

Unsuccessful
Players

What are
prominent
agricultural
produce of
the
district?

Which crop do you
produce the most?

What did you
start with?

What is the
role of
NBCCI?

Why do you
produce this
particular crop?

Why did it
not wprked
well with
you?

What is the process
of production?

Government
support?

What is the role of
MSMEs in the sector?

What is
horticultur
e/agricultu
re dept.
Supposed
to do for
the sector?
What are
the policies
of the
governmen
t currently
being
implement
ed by the
dept.?

What support does
MSME dept./institute
offer to agro based
industries?

What
technical
support
does the
dept.
Provide?

How agro based
industries are
categorized under
micro, small and
medium sectors?

What is the
current
agricultural
production
of the
district?

What
challenges
do this
sector face
in the
district?
What
actions
have the
NBCCI
taken to
improve
the
condition
of the
sector?

What has been the
role of MSME
Institute?

What are
major
crops
produced
inn the
district?

Who are
major
players in
agricultural
sector in
the
district?

Which agro based
industries come
under MSME dept.?
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Where do you sell
your produce?

What challenges do
you face in
production of this
crop?

What are the
challenges
did you face
in running
the industry?
what do you
think should
be done for
by farmers,
industries
and
government
to make this
industry a
success?

industries
?

How many
people
does
agriculture
employ?

How many
people do
agro-based
industries
employ?

What
supports
are being
provided
to farmers
and agro
based
industries?
What all
data are
available
related to
agriculture
and
industries
based on
it?
What have
been
agricultural
trend over
last 5 years
in the
district?

Any
reports
prepared
by DIC on
agriculture
sector?

Any
warehous
e facility
for
farmers?
Who
provides
cold chain
facilities
for
perishable
items
produced
in the
district?
Do we
have
sufficient
cold
storage
for
agricultur
al
produce?
Any
reports
published
by BIADA
on agro
based
industries
? Or any
data
available?

Reporting
of
industries
alloted
land?
What is
the due
dilligence
carried
out by
BIADA for
the
ventures

How many people
employed in
agriculture based
work in each
category?

What have been
categorical share of
micro, small and
medium agricultural
industries?
Production and
economic

Which all industries
contribute the most
in GDP of the district?

Any reports on
agricultural
production/consump
tion/marketing/proce
ssing?

What are the
challenges faced by
agro based
industries?

What are new
possibilities in agro
based sector in the
district?

What is the
contributio
n of these
crops in
overall
production
?

What
percentage
of
members
belong to
agriculture
-based
business?

Do you process it
too?

What have
been your
learnings?

Which products do
you make?

Major factors
to consider
when getting
into such
businesses?

What are
crucial
actions
taken in
past by the
NBCCI?

What is the
potential market?

How are
climatic
conditions
for setting up
such
industry?

How is the
performanc
e
(indicators?
) of the
district?

How has
NBCCI
been able
to raise
various
concerns
of traders
and
farmers?

Does the demand
for your products
last year long?

Major
reasons
which pulled
you back?

What are
credit
facilies for
farmers?

What are
the future
possibilies/
scope for
the sector
in ?

What government
support do you
get?

What would
be your
suggestion
for upcoming
entrepreneur
s?

Area of
irrigated
land/over
total land?

What
transport
facilities
are
available in
the
district?

Who are your
competitors?

Which
bottlenecks
govt. Must
address to
make
industry a
success?

What is the
crop-wise
turnover?
How many
(what
percentage
) people
are
currently
employed
in
agriculture
?
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What
support do
the
Governme
nt provide
for the
better
production
?

supported
by BIADA?

Highlight new
initiatives undertaken
by MSME in last 3
years?

Source of
irrigation?
Does the
departmen
t organise
training
sessions for
farmers in
order to
increase
productivit
y?

Litchi

Production
per
hectare?
Last 5
years>
What
challenges
do you see
in
productivit
y
enhanceme
nt?
What could
be done to
improve
the
productivit
y?
New
initiatives
taken by
them,
enumerate
?
Any shift in
cropping
pattern?

What litchi
related
industries
are there
in the
district?

Does
BIADA
provide
industrial
land to
Litchi

Does MSME dept.
Play any role in litchi
industry?

What is the
role of
departmen
t of
horticultur
e in litchi
industry?
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Any
Infrastruct
ural
Challenges
?

Overall
challenges
?
Any
support by
NBCCI to
young
entreprene
urs?
What
percentage
of NBCCI
members
belong to
agriculture
-based
business?

If you only process
it, where do you
get the raw
material from?

Is the raw material
easily available?
What do you think
government should
do to promote
investment in the
sector?

What
suggestion
s would
you like to
make?

What is the
status of
Litchi
production
in the
district?

What is the source
of litchi?

How have
been your
experiences
with litchi
production/p
rocess?

Industries
?

What is the
role of DIC
in Litchi
Industry?

What is the
average
Litchi
production
annually by
the
district?

How many
Litchi
Industries
have been
given land
to set up
processing
unit in
Industrial
area?

What are Micro,
small and medium
industries based on
litchi production?

How do
you
promote
litchi
production
in the
district?
Does the
departmen
t organise
training
sessions for
litchi
farmers in
order to
increase
productivit
y?

What is the
contributio
n of litchi
in overall
economy
of the
district?

What is the process
of production?
(Farmers)

What did you
try to do?

What all
industries
are there
for litchi
processing
?

Who do you sell it
to?

Why did it
not work
well?

What
challenges
do these
industries
face?

Do you get fair
price?

What
challenges
did you face?

What
governmen
t support
do these
industries
get?

How much land do
you have for litchi
production?

What were
your
adaptation
strategy?

Who are
big
players?

How much do you
earn annually from
litchi production?

What are you
doing
currently?

What is the
potential
market for
litchi
products?

What else do you
produce off litchi
season?

In which
phase did
you fail?

How many
people are
employed
by litchi
related
Industries?

Role of
BIADA in
litchi
based
industries
?
Which
governme
nt policies
motivate
Litchi
industries
?

Name 5
big players
in Litchi?

How has
litchi
industries
been
performin
g?

Which litchi related
industry contribute
the most in the
economy?

How many
workers
are there
in Litchi
Industries
?

What else could be
done locally to
process litchi?

What is the
total litchi
production
of the
district?
What is
annual
turnover of
litchi
farmers of
the
district?
How many
(what
percentage
) people
are
currently
employed
in litchi
production
?

What all products are
made out of litchi?

What is the
share of
litchi in
overall
agricultural
production
?

What is the
annual
turnover?
What
percentage
of
agricultural
land does
litchi
production
use?
Trend?

What support does
MSME dept./institute
offer to litchi based
industries?

Any promotion policy
for setting up litchi
based MSME locally?
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What is the
share of
Litchi
production
in overall
economy
of the
district?

What is
the cost of
setting up
a litchi
industry in
Industrial
Area
Land?

What is the
share
ofLitchi
production
in overall
agricultural
production
?

What is
the
criteriafor
industries
to get land
in
industrial
area?

Potential
litchi
markets?
What have
been trend
of litchi
production
over last 5
years in
the
district?
Any
reports
prepared
by DIC on
litchi
industries?
What do
you see
potential
challenges
in litchi
Farming?
Why
people are
not going
for it,
though
district is
famous for
its litchi?

Any
reports
published
by BIADA
on Litchi
industries
? Or any
data
available?

What
other
support
do they
provide?

Any reports on litchi
production/consump
tion/marketing/proce
ssing?

What
percentage
share of
agricultural
and overall
economy
does litchi
production
make in
the
district?

What is the cost of
setting up a litchi
industry in Industrial
Area Land?

What
measures
could be
taken to
enhance
productivit
y?

What litchi specific
initiatives MSME has
taken?

What
measures
are taken
in
hazardous
situations?

Who are
litchi
buyers?

Do farmers
get fair
prices?
What could
be done to
eliminate
middlemen
t and
improve
condition
of litchi
farmers?
What
support
could
NBCCI
provide to
litchi
farmers
and
processors
?
What have
been trend
of litchi
production
over last 5
years in
the
district?

Do you process it
too?

Which
factors
matter the
most
according to
your
learnings?

Any
challenges/suggesti
ons? (from both)

Did you get
any support
from
government
depts?

Where do you get
litchi from?
(processing Unit)

What can be
done to
prevent such
failures?

What is your
annual turnover?

What would
you do off
litchi
seasons?

potential
litchi
markets?

How many people
does your plant
employ?

Do you
think that
litchi
farmers get
the fair
price of
their
produce?

What do you do off
litchi season?
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Any
initiatives
taken get
farmers fair
prices of
their
produce?
What have
been trend
of litchi
production
over last 5
years in the
district?

Existing
government
support/required?

What is potential
litchi market?
Sell domestically or
export? Where?
What have been
trend of litchi
production over
last 5 years in the
district?
Any new initiatives
taken to enhance
production?
What do you do
when litchi
production fails?

2

Lac Bangles

Adaptation
strategy?

How is Lac
Bangles
made?

Who are
major
manufactu
rer?
How many
people
engaged in

What is
the role of
BIADA in
lac
Industries
?
Are there
any lac
bangle
manufact
uring unit
being run
in
industrial
area?
Does
governme
nt provide

What role does
MSME play in lac
manufacturing?

LABOUR
DEPARTME
NT: How
many
people are
currently
employed
in the
sector?

Where are
the lac
bangle
industries
set up?

What is the category
of lac industries?
Micro, small,
medium?
How many people
does lac industry
employ?

What have
been
employme
nt trend of
the
industry
over last 10
years?
Any other
data on
employme

How do
people
manufactu
re it?
Why is lac
bangles so
famous?
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Why lac bangles?
Why not any other
sector?

How do you
manufacture it?
Why is lac bangles
so famous?

How have
been your
experience
with the
industry?

Why did you
leave this
business?
What have
been your
experience

this
business?

Where do
people sell
it? Market?
What is
their
average
income?

subsidies
to lac
industries
?

What
support
do BIADA
provide to
these
industries
?
Any data
available
on lac
industries
?
Any other
support
from
governme
nt
(subsidy/i
nterest
free
credits)?

nt related
to lac
industry?

How much, on an
average, do people
earn monthly?

Overall
employme
nt data of
the district
prepared
by labour
dept. In
various
sectors?

Where do
people sell
it?

Where do you sell
it?

Any
government
support
existing for
the industry?

What support does
MSME provide to
these industries?

Is there any
initiative to
formalize
this sector?

Any
clusters?

Do you get fair
price?

Which phase
did you fail to
survive?

What is your
monthly income?

Where would
you sell your
products?

What challenges do
you face in lac
manufacturing?

Would you
get fair prices
for your
bangles?

Are there
any
governmen
t policies
supporting
these
Industries?

Labour
related
reports?
Lac
specific?
Trend of
labour
engagemen
t
sectorwise
?
How have
been
labour
market
shift from
one sector
to
another?
Any data
available?

Is DIC
responsible
for
implementi
ng these
policies?
Any
reports
prepared
by DIC on
lac
industries?

Which
sector
employs/b
enefits
most of the
people?
Which
sector is
currently
being
preferred
by people?

What is the
role of DIC
in lac
industry?
What
support
does DIC
provide to
lac
industries?

Any data
available
on lac
industries
?

with
government
departments
?

Any reports prepared
by MSME Institute on
lac industries?

What has been trend
of this industry over
last 5 years?
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Are these
clusters
functioning
?
How many
lac
merchants
are
member of
NBCCI?

Any
support
NBCCI
provides to
these
merchants
?

Do you get any
government
support?

Why are
people
doing it
individually
?

Any credit
facilities?

Where do
people sell
it?

How is your
business doing
currently?

What are
most crucial
factors for
the industry?
Suggestions
for the
existing
infrastructur
e and
support
system?

Any labour
force
migration
trend
available?
Outside
labourers
in the
district?
Labourers
migrated?

Any
initiatives
undertake
n?

Does DIC
play any
role in
honey
production
?

3

Apiculture

How much
honey is
produced
yearly?

What is the
annual
turnover of
the sector?

How many
people are
employed
in
apiculture?
Which are
the
prominent
regions
where
honey is
produced?

What role
does
BIADA
play in
honey
prodution
?
Are there
any honey
related
industries
iven land
to Honey
Pocessing
Units?
Is there
any
facilies of
warehousi
ng honey
produced
by
people?
What
governme
nt policies
exist to
promote
honey
productio
n in the
district?
If this
industry
does not
come
under
BIADA,
why?
Criteria?

What is
average
earnings?

How was this
industry doing
earlier?

Why so much shift?

How is the
categorization of the
industry in micro,
small and medium
industries?

What role
does
departmen
t of
horticultur
e play in
honey
production
in the
district?
What
supports
are given
to honey
producers
by the
departmen
t?

How many people do
these categories
employ respectively?

What is
total
annual
honey
production
of the
district?

What is
mainly
done in
honey
production
?

Where is your
farm?

Which phase
could you not
survive?

What is categorical
annual turnover of
these enterprises?

What is the
annual
turnover(in
terms of
rupees) of
the
industry?

Where is it
produced
the most?

Where do you go
for production off
season?

Any support
from
government?

What support does
MSME dept./institute
provide to these
industries?

How many
people are
currently
employed
in the
sector?

What is the
contributio
n of honey
industry in
overall
economy?

How much is your
production?

Any
suggestions?

What role does
MSME play in honey
prodution?
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How is the
honey
production
industry
performing
in the
district?

What do you do in
honey production?

Why did you
leave honey
business?

How many
people are
engaged in
honey
production
?

What is the process
of production?

What factors
affected you
the most?

Are the
honey
producers
farmers
themselves
?

Where do
people sell
it? Market?

What is
the
turnover
of the
industry?
How many
people
work in
honey
industries
?

Do people
use it
domesticall
y or sell
outside/ex
port?

Reporting
of
industries
alloted
land?

Any honey
clusters in
the
district?

What
governmen
t support is
provided
to honey
producers?
How does
honey
production
benefits
people?
Is there
any honey
processing
unit in the
region?
What
products
are made
out of
honey?

Financial
and other
Due
dilligence?
What is
the due
dilligence
carried
out by
BIADA for
the
ventures
supported
by BIADA?

Any reports on honey
production/consump
tion/marketing/proce
ssing?
New initiatives taken
up by the
department to
enhance
productivity?

What
support
received
from
agriculture
departmen
t?

New technology?

New
technology
adopted?
Any
training
sessions/a
wareness
programm
es for
raising the
productivit
y honey
farmers?

Any district specific
plans?

Any honey
cluster in
the
district?

Are there
any honey
producers
in NBCCI
members?

How much do you
earn?

What was
theper unit
cost of
production?

Who are
big honey
producers
in the
district?

Who are your
competitors?

Did you not
get profit out
of it?

Who do you sell
your produce to?

Any credit
facilities
available?

Why not set up
your own brand?

Why others
in this
business
surviving?

What support do
you get from
government
departments?

Any political
support
required?

Where do
people sell
honey?
Why are
middlemen
so
prominent
in the
sector?
Doing
anything to
encourage
people?

What is the
potential
market for
honey?

What
support do
governmen
t provide
to honey
farmers?
What role
does NBCCI
play to
support
farmers?

Any
processing
unit?
Products?

How do
honey
producers
bargain?

What are
the
benefits of
honey
cluster?

What else needs to
be done from
government side?

How many flavours
do you produce?

How do you
transport the set
up?
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Infrastruct
ural
support
from
governmen
t?
Enumerate
major
challenges
for farmers
in honey
production
?
Suggest
major ways
to
overcome
these
challenges?

Functional
units?
Closed?

Opoortunit
y?

Any
cluster?
Functionin
g/nonfunctioning
?/why?

Any technical
support required?

What is the
process of
getting
membershi
p of
NBCCI?

Do you engage
yourself any other
business?

What
needs to
be done to
process it
locally?
Major
challenges
?

Awareness
?
Awareness
?

What's
the role of
BIADA in
textile
industry?

Do people
manufactu
re textile of
just trade?

Any land
given to
such
industries
in
Industrial
area?

Which category does
this sector fall in?

What is the
annual
turnover of
the sector?

Any
governme
nt support
through
this

How many people
does this sector
employ categorically?

Textile

4

What is
done in
this
industry in
the district
majorly?

Does textile industry
come under MSME?

LABOUR
DEPARTME
NT: How
many
people are
currently
employed
in the
sector?
What have
been
employme
nt trend of
the
industry
over last 10
years?
How have
been
labour
market
shift from
one sector
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Do you own honey
farms?
Any hazards for
honebees?
How do hoeybees
function off
season? During
transports?
Sell locally or send
outside?
What skills are
required?
How can other
people be lured
into honey
production?

How is this
Industry
doing?

Why this business?
Since when?

Why did you
leave this
sector?

Why so
much
demand?
Any
specific
reasons?

What do you do in
this business?
Manufacture/Trad
e?

Why are
others doing
so well?

Who are
big
players?

Where do you
bring raw materials
from?

Where did
you fail?

departme
nt?

How does
this sector
contribute
in the
economy
of the
district?

How many
people
does this
industry
employ?

Where do
people buy
it from?

Major
markets
covered?
What
support
does DIC
provide to
textile
industries?
What has
been trend
of this
sector?
Growth/e
mployment
/turnover
etc

Any
reports
available
on this
sector?

How have
been this
sector
performin
g?
How many
people
work in
textile
industries
?

Any reports prepared
by MSME Institute on
textile industries?

Are there
manufacturing unit?

Why this sector
groomed so well?
Any specific reason?

to
another?
Any data
available?
How have
been
governmen
t policies
for the
sector and
people
employed
by the
sector?
Any
employme
nt report /
data
available
for the
sector?

Are they all
local
labourers?
How has
been
labourers'
trend in
the
industry?

How many
merchants
member of
NBCCI?

Who do you sell it
to?

Which phase
could you not
survive?
Reasons?

How NBCCI
supports
the
industry?

Which are major
markets you cover?

Why do
these issues
still persist?

Any
governmen
t support
required?

How is the
competoition in
this sector?

Which
business you
are currently
involved in?

Who are your
major competitor?

Any
suggestions
in the
existing govt
policies?

What support
textile traders get
from govt.?

How have
been history
of textile
industry in
the district?

Are there
any
manufactu
ring
industries?
Do climatic
conditions
support
manufactu
ring?

Any
challenges
faced by
Industry?
How do
people
address
these
challenges
?
How are
infrastruct
ural
facilities?

Any cluster
in the
district?
Any report
prepared
by DIC for
the sector?
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What else is
required from govt.
Side?

Any big challenges
preventing growth
of the sector?
What is annual
turnover? (Any
supporting
documents?)

5

Leather

What have been
history of textile
industry in the
district?

How is
leather
industry
performing
in the
district?

What's
the role of
BIADA in
leather
industry?

Who are
main
stakeholde
rs of the
industry?

Any land
given to
such
industries
in
Industrial
area?

How is categorical
share?
Micro/small/medium
?

How many
people are
employed
in this
Industry?

Any
governme
nt support
through
this
departme
nt?

Which category
employs most of the
people?
Micro/small/medium
?

Which
leather
products
are
manufactu
red?

Any
reports
available
on this
sector?

Which category's
turnover is the
highest?
Micro/small/medium
?

What role
does DIC
play in case
of leather
industry?
What
support
does
governmen
t provide?

How have
been this
sector
performin
g?
How many
people
work in
leather
industries
?

Any social
issues?

Any social
conflicts?

What is role of
MSME?

What is overall
turnover of the
industry?

What is it's share in
overall economy of
the district?
How have been this
industry performing?

LABOUR
DEPARTME
NT: How
many
people are
currently
employed
in the
sector?
What have
been
employme
nt trend of
the
industry
over last 10
years?
How have
been
labour
market
shift from
one sector
to
another?
Any data
available?
How have
been
governmen
t policies
for the
sector and
people
employed
by the
sector?
Any
employme
nt report /
data
available
for the
sector?
Which
people are
mainly
engaged in
the
industry?
Any conflict
or
discriminati
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How is
leather
industry
performing
in the
district?

Since when have
you been in leather
industry?

What were
you doing in
the Industry?

What is the
size of
most of the
industries
and how
do they
function?

What do you do?
Process?

How was it
performing?

Where are
these
industries
based?

Where do you sell
your products?

The reason
to leave this
industry?

How many
people are
employed?

What challenges do
you face?

Where did it
fail? Phase?

What is
people's
average
annual
income?

Any religious
conflicts or
discriminatory
behaviour of
officials?

Factors
causing
failure?

How many people
are employed in
your business?
What is annual
turnover of the
business?

Was the
industry
profitable?
Was there
any govt.
Support?

What
products
do people
manufactr
e?
Where do
people sell

What is the
annual
turnover of
the
industry?
Any data
available
regarding
this
industry?

What has
been trend
of the
industry?
What is it's
share in
overall
economy
of the
district?
Why not
leather
complex
not
functioning
?

6

Tourism

Any roles
related to
tourism?

Any data
available?

on faced by
labourers?

it?
Process?

Any
governmen
t
agency/poli
cy
promoting/
supporting
this
industry?

What
difficulties
do thse
people
face?

Any govt. policy to
support the
industry?

Any
governmen
t support?

What else do you
think should be
done from govt
end?

Any religious
conflicts?
What else do
you think you
needed to
sustain the
business?

Why have
they been
given land
near agro
based
industries
?

What else
is
required?

How have been
this industry doing
and what shifts
have taken place?

Suggestions
for others?

Any
process of
transfer of
lands?*

What
infrastruct
ural
facilities
available?

Any
checks
and
balances
by BIADA?

Any
religious
issues?
How NBCCI
supports
the
industry?

Leather
clusters?

Any roles?

Any roles?

How MSME supports
tourism industry?

TOURISM
DEPARTME
NT
What are
major
tourist
places of
the
district?
Which
seasons
encounter
the most
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Any roles?

What do you do
when it comes to
tourism?
Hospitality / Travel
Agency/Any unique
product
manufacturing and
selling preferred by
tourists?
How have been
your experience
with the industry?

number of
tourists?

Any specific products
that tourists prefer
the most?
Any recreational
activity that could be
done to promote
tourism and how can
MSME contribute?

Where do
these
tourists
mainly
come
from?
Do
foreigners
visit these
places too?
Numbers?
What are
major
source of
income?
Transport/
hospitality/
any other?
How many
people are
employed
by tourism
industry?
What is the
contributio
n of this
sector in
the overall
economy
of the
district?
What
makes
tourists
visit the
place?
Heritage/
religion/
cuisine/
study /
others?
What
challenges
do tourists
face? Have
any studies
been
conducted?
Which
issues do
these
tourist
places
encounter?
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Which season
earns you the most
revenue?

What are major
places tourists
prefer to visit?

What facilities do
government
provide to the
tourists?
Do you provide on
site support too?
Guide for tourists/
travel facility/
hospitality?

What challenges do
this industry face?

What support do
you thing is needed
from govt.?

What else could be
done to promote
the sector?

What is your
annual turnover?

7

Dairy

Any ecotourism
activity in
the region?
What
facilities do
tourists
expect the
most?
How have
been trend
of tourism
industry
over the
years?
What
governmen
t
interventio
ns are
available to
promote
tourism?
What else
could be
done to
boost the
growth of
the
industry?
Any
recreationa
l activity
that could
be done to
prmote
tourism?
Potential
areas that
you see in
the
Industry?

What is the
role of DIC
in dairy
industry?

Any role?

How many
people
does this
industry
employ?

Area of
land given
to milk
producers
?

What is the role of
MSME in this
industry?

Departmen
t of Animal
Husbandry

What products come
under MSME?

What is the
annual milk
production
?
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What else do you
do in off seasons?

Do you wish to
continue being in
the industry?

Any
support of
NBCCI to
milk
production
industries?
Number of
milk
producers/
farmers
member of
NBCCI?

What do you do/
production /
trading/
processing?

What were
you doing in
the Industry?

FARMERS: How
much milk do you
produce on a daily
basis?

How was it
performing?

What is
total
annual
production
of milk?

How many
registered
farmers by
dairies?
What
support
does DIC
provide to
this
industry?
What
governmen
t support is
provided
through
DIC to
these
Industries?

What else
is
required?
Any
challenges
faced by
farmers/
dairy
owners?
Reasons
for
monopoly
of single
brand?
What is the
demand of
milk by the
district?

Supply of
milk?

People
employed
by these
industries
?
Capacity
of
productio
n of these
industries
?

What is
the pricing
Strategy?

What support does
MSME provide to
these industries?

Total
annual
turnover?

What challenges do
these industries face?

Number of
people
employed
by dairy
Industries?

What new initiatives
have been taken in
order to increase the
production?

Name
some big
brands of
milk?

How many farmers
are registered by the
dairy industries?

What is the price of
milk per litre?

Any challenges face
by farmers?

Do farmers get fair
price of the milk they
sell to dairies?

Why monopoly of
one dairy?

Why not others
players showing up?

Why not
other
players
coming up?
What
support
does the
departmen
t provide to
these
industries?

How many
farmers are
registered
by dairies?
Price per
litre milk
that
farmers get
from
dairies?
Overall
demand for
milk in the
district?
Overall
supply by
these
dairies?
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What
crucial
stepts has
NBCCI
taken in
past in
order to
boost the
growth of
the
industry?

Where do you sell
it?

The reason
to leave this
industry?

Do you get fair
price of it?

Where did it
fail? Phase?

Are you a
registered farmer?

Factors
causing
failure?

Any
governmen
t support?

What challenges do
you face?

Was the
industry
profitable?

Any
support
required?

Processors: What
products do you
make?

Was there
any govt.
Support?

Any other
suggestion
s?

Where do you sell
it?

Any
challenges
faced by
milk
produces?
How have
these
challenges
been
addressed
in past?

What is the
demand of your
product?
Are you able to
fulfil those
demands?
What support do
you get from
government
departments?

What else do
you think you
needed to
sustain the
business?

Suggestions
for others?

What else
can be
done to
increase
productivit
y?

What is the pricing
strategy of milk?

What new
interventio
ns have
been
taked?

Any suggestions?

Any new
technology
deployed?
What are
major
challenges
faced by
the
industry?

Any other
support
required by
the milk
producers
from
governmen
t?
New
initiatives
taken by
the
departmen
t to
enhance
production
?
Any
challenges
faced by
the milk
producers/
dairies/?

What is the
pricing
strategy of
milk?

What else do you
think is required?

Any challenges do
you face?

What is your
annual turnover?

How many people
do you emply?
Any new
technology?
Any suggestions?
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Appendix L

Summary of the Meetings in Patna and Muzaffarpur
Patna | December 24, 2018
The meeting was conducted as Hon. Minister, Ministry of Commerce and Industries, GoI and Hon.
Chief Minister, Bihar were to be briefed about the District Development Project, its current status
in Muzaffarpur, selected sectors / products and the recommendations to be worked upon in order
to achieve a 2-3% annually incremental growth. Principle secretaries of almost all the departments
of Government of Bihar were also present in the meeting.
First, the principle secretaries and then the Hon Minister and Hon Chief Minister were briefed
about the project, its status, selected sectors and the recommendations for GDDP growth. The
valuable inputs received during the discussions are as follows:
1. The leather industry of Muzaffarpur was famous earlier, and it has capacity to grow in the
region. Therefore, Hon. Chief Minister suggested to include the industry in selected ones
and study what could be done to grow the leather industry in the region.
2. A task force specific to this project is to be formed which will ensure proper
implementation and monitoring of the project in the district.
3. A convergence officer will be deputed who will be ensuring the convergence of all the
relevant schemes under various departments and will be an interface amongst those
departments.
4. A corpus available with Ministry of Commerce and Industries to promote leather industries
in the country will also be disbursed for industrial growth in the district, Hon. Minister
assured.
5. A nodal officer at the state as well as district level needs to be appointed specific to the
project who will be handling this project exclusively.
6. Infrastructural support will be provided by the Department of Industries for formation of
leather complex.
7. Central Footwear Training Institute, Agra has been appointed as a nodal agency to develop
and facilitate the establishment and provide training in leather complex.
8. For development and support to textile industry, a dedicated Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
is proposed to be set up in the region.
After the meeting, the task force was set up in coordination with the Chief Secretary, Department
of Industries. The task force would consist of relevant stakeholders from different departments and
institutions.
The task force is supposed to meet every month to plan and review the progress in the project and
ensure monitoring of the same. Two initiatives were also prioritized to start with i.e. To expedite
the process of Textile SEZ and making the Leather Training Institute functional from first week
of January, 2019.
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Muzaffarpur | December 25, 2018
District Collector had invited various stakeholders, from heads of different departments, to ground
level SHG women and front line organisations like Jeevika. Representatives from North Bihar
Chamber of Commerce and Industries (NBCCI) and other concerned businessmen were also
present to discuss the contemporary situations and challenges faced by different industries.
Everyone was briefed about the project in the district first of all and then District Magistrate
presented overall industrial scenario of the district. He also suggested to add some more sectors to
already selected ones to be the focus of the project which are as follows:
a) Textile SEZ in Muzaffarpur: to expedite the growth of current textile industry. Sutapatti
of Muzaffarpur is a famous market in North Bihar for its textile business. Therefore, a
small SEZ (50 to 100 hac) is planned in Muzaffarpur which will not only grow the textile
business but also generate huge number of employment in the district thus serving dual
objectives of the project. District Magistrate assured that land allocation would not be a
barrier.
b) Incubation Centre for Micro Industries: Youth of the district need to align their skills
towards entrepreneurial culture of the day. Therefore, an incubation centre in the district
coupled with Centre for National Small Scale Finance Corporation would help the district
grow in terms of employment and thus economy. Land and other infrastructural facilities
would be made available from the District funds.
c) Baby food Industries: Baby food industries can also be one of the focus of the project as
the district is full of agro-based produce and immense marketing opportunity could also be
seen in the region. Maize, Rice, Wheat, Banana, Mango, Litchi etc can be utilized to
produce the baby food.
d) Air Connectivity by development of Patahi Airport: As proposed by several
stakeholders as well, district administration also believes that air connectivity is much
needed to boost the growth rate of the district. This shall provide connectivity of regions
of North Bihar with other states of the country and Nepal. This would not only enhance the
outreach of local industries to various parts of the country but also will motivate outside
industrialists to invest in the district.
So, apart from the selected six sectors, these four areas also need to be the focal point of the project
along with the Leather Industry as proposed by Hon. Chief Minister.
Leather Industry
As discussed earlier, leather industry of district Muzaffarpur has been known for the quality of
leather and its products. Due to various socio-political challenges, the industry had to face a
setback which deprived it from realizing its potential. Now, since the government has decided to
reinstate the process of manufacturing of leather and leather products, the industry and the artisans
are optimistically energized to work for their own as well as the industry’s growth.
Department of Industries, Govt. of Bihar informed us about its plans for rejuvenation and
expansion of leather sector. The layout for this is has been developed with reasonable progress.
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The process of renovation of closed sheds of leather industry are in pipeline and a Common Facility
Centre cum footwear training institute, aided by Central Footwear Training Institute Agra, is to be
inaugurated soon. A common treatment plant is also being planned to set up in the region to cut
out the transportation cost of the manufacturers which they used to incur in getting the raw leather
processed from Calcutta and other cities. This plant, once gets clarification from the Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB), will start functioning and the industry would hopefully flourish
and contribute significantly in the economic development of the district.
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Appendix M

Recommendations: Key Thrust Areas
Areas

Credit Facility

Cooperatives

Interventions

Agencies
concerned

1. Micro loans like
MUDRA

A. District Admin.

1. IEC

A. DCOs

2. SHGs

B. BDOs

Timeline

Impact sectors

Ongoing…

Honey,
Fisheries, Food
Processing, Lac
Bangles, Dairy

ST

Honey, Fishery,
Dairy, Lac
Bangles, Leather

Ongoing…

All Sectors

Ongoing…

All Sectors

Ongoing…

All Sectors

Food
Processing,
Fishery, Dairy,
Lac Bangles

B. Financial
Institutions

C. Sectoral Heads
Identifying the
Target
Population

1. Continuous
Database Updation
through ICT

A. DSO
B. Concerned Dept.
C. PRIs

Administrative

1. Coordination
Officer
2. Periodic
Monitoring

A. DIPP
B. District
Administration

Capacity
Building

1. Production,
Process, Market,
Packaging,
Designing,
Maintenance

A. Concerned Depts.

Infrastructure

1. Cold Chain
Facility

A. District Authority

ST

B. BIADA

ST

C. DIC

MT

2. Pack Houses

B. District
Administration

3. Warehouse

MT

4. CFCs
5. Exclusive
Showrooms
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Market

1. Linkages

A. Concerned
Department

2. Alternate Markets
(E-commerce,
Exclusive
Showrooms)

MT

MT

Agro-based food
processing
sectors, Fishery,
Lac Bangles

ST

All Sectors

MT

B. District Authority

3. APMCs
4. Branding of GI and
Other Products
(Awareness
Programmes)
Partners

1. Strengthening
MSME-DI, ICARNRCL, NGOs and
Engaging them

A. Nodal Officer

Sector-wise Recommendations
Area of
Recommendation

Intervention

Departments
Concern

Timeline

Litchi
Infrastructure

Credit Facility

1. Cold Chain

S

2. Warehousing

A. Nodal department for
sector

3. Transportation

B. DIC

S

1. Micro Loans

A. Department

S

2. MUDRA, SFCs

B. FIs (SIDBI,
NABARD, NBFCs)

S
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M/L

Capacity Building

1. Pre and Post-Harvest
Orchard Management
Practices

A. Department of
Horticulture

2. Packaging and
Marketing

C. IIP Calcutta

Beneficiary Database

B. ICAR-NRCL

D. District Authority

3. CFCs
Technology

Ongoing…

1. Scientific Approach
for shelf life
improvement (BARC)

A. Department of
Horticulture

S

1. Maintaining up to date
records of beneficiaries

A. Concerned Dept.

S

M

Lac Bangles
Infrastructure

1. CFC & Warehousing
2. Raw Material Bank
3. Transportation

Credit Facility

Capacity Building

Technology

Beneficiary Database

A. Nodal department for
sector
B. MSME-DI

S
S
M

1. Micro Loans like
MUDRA

A. Concerned Department

S

B. FIs

S

1. Better Design

A. MSME-DI

Ongoing…

2. Packaging

C. IIP Calcutta

3. Marketing

D. District Authority

1. CFC equipped with
latest manufacturing
technology

A. MSME

1. Registering
manufacturers under
MSME categories

A. Concerned Dept.
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M

B. District Administration

S

Dairy
Infrastructure

A. DIC, BIADA

S
M

2. Dairy Expansion Plan

B. Dept. of Animal
Husbandry

1. Existing Govt. Subsidies

A. Department

S

2. Insurance of Cattle
Rearing farmers

B. FIs

Capacity Building

1. Information, Education
and Communication
Activities

A. Department of Animal
Husbandry

Ongoing…

Technology

1. Artificial Insemination

A. Department of Animal
Husbandry

S

Credit Facility

1. Functional Single
Window Clearance

2. Animal Health Care
System
Cooperative Culture

1. Maintaining up to date
records of Cooperatives

S

B. Value added products
A. Concerned Dept.

S

B. COMFED

Fisheries
Infrastructure

1. Renovation of Eutrophic
and Derelict ponds

A. Dept. of Fisheries

M/L

B. District Administration

M/L

A. Department

S

B. FIs

S

A. Department of

Periodically
Ongoing…

2. Channelization of dead
Mauns
Credit Facility

1. Micro Loaning like
MUDRA
2. Insurance like crop ins.

Capacity Building

1. Production
2. Marketing
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Cooperative Culture

1. Creating Small
Cooperatives

A. DCO
B. Dept. of Fisheries

2. Self Help Groups
Administrative

M

1. Reorganizing
administrative setup

C. District Admin.
A. Dept. of Fisheries

M

1. Fair Price Mandis

A. Dept. of Horticulture

S

2. Cluster & Processing
Unit Set-up

B. DIC

M/L

Honey
Infrastructure

S

3. Warehousing
Credit Facility

Capacity Building

1. Initial Credit like
MUDRA

A. Department of
Horticulture

S

2. Registering Honey
Producers

B. FIs

1. Promotion of Sweet
Revolution (Branding)

A. Department of
Horticulture, CBRTI

Periodically
Ongoing…

1. Transportation

A. District Administration

M/L

2. Textile SEZ

B. DIC

M/L

1. Single Window
Clearance

A. District Administration
B. DIC, BIADA

S

S

2. Support from CBRTI*

Textiles
Infrastructure

Digitization

2. Dedicated Freight
Corridor
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M/L

Leather
Infrastructure

1. Common Treatment
Plant
2. Common Facility Centre
(Ready)
3. Leather Goods Zone

Capacity Building

1. Footwear Manufacturing
Training & Education and
Marketing

A. District Administration

S

B. DIC

S

C. BIADA

M

D. DIPP
A. District Administration

S

B. DIC, BIADA

M

C. Educational Institute
(BITS)
D. Central Footwear
Training Institute, Agra
S: Short Term (9 months to 1 year); M: Medium Term (2 – 3 years); L: Long Term (5 years and more)
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